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Introduction and Background: Adipose tissue (AT) expansion requires a program of active tissue
remodeling involving temporally-orchestrated patterns of inflammatory cell recruitment,
extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation and collagen turnover that promotes adipocyte
hypertrophy, adipogenesis and neovascularization. It is now appreciated that these processes
become dysregulated in chronic obesity, resulting in unresolved, maladaptive tissue remodeling
that contributes to AT inflammation and metabolic complications of obesity, including
dyslipidemia and insulin resistance (IR). Identifying and exploiting therapeutic targets that
regulate these processes may be effective ways of mitigating the metabolic complications of
obesity. Tumor necrosis factor-related weak inducer of apoptosis (TWEAK) is a cytokine of the
tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily that is involved in tissue repair and wound healing.
Engagement of TWEAK with its exclusive signaling receptor, fibroblast growth factor-inducible
gene 14 (Fn14) activates NFκB and MAPK inflammatory signaling pathways that regulate
expression of tissue remodeling genes called matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their
inhibitors (TIMPs). Recent studies and data herein demonstrate that TWEAK and Fn14 gene
expression are upregulated in AT of obese humans and mice. Therefore, our objective was to
determine the role of TNF-like weak inducer of apoptosis (TWEAK) in the regulation of AT
mass and architecture as well as glucose/insulin homeostasis in obesity. The ultimate goal of
this work was to determine if targeting TWEAK / Fn14 signaling would be a viable strategy for
promoting metabolic health in obesity.
Research Design and Methods: Male TWEAK knock-out (KO) and wildtype (WT) mice (9-12
weeks old) were fed a normal diet (ND; 17% kcal from fat) or high fat diet (HFD; 60% kcal from
fat) for 17 weeks. Energy metabolism, body composition, and glucose and insulin tolerance were
measured. Tissues were analyzed by QPCR, FACS, Western blotting, ELISA, histology and
biochemical assays.
Results: In WT mice, TWEAK and Fn14 were upregulated by HFD in gonadal AT (gAT) but not
other AT depots. Relative to WT mice, HFD-fed KO mice had >30% larger gAT depots,
reflecting adipocyte hypertrophy. Obese KO mice were insulin sensitive and more glucose
tolerant than WT, and had increased insulin-stimulated Akt activation concomitantly with
significantly lower levels of circulating triglyceride and non-esterified fatty acids and decreased
triglycerides in liver and quadriceps. No differences in energy metabolism were detected
between genotypes. Genes involved in tissue remodeling (Interleukin-13, Chitinase 3-like 3)
were upregulated in gAT of obese KO mice in association with an expression profile of MMPs
and TIMPs that was consistent with adipocyte hypertrophy and gAT expansion (elevated MMP14/TIMP-2 ratio, diminished MMP-3/TIMP-1 ratio). Accordingly, there was an increased
proportion of newly synthesized collagen I fibrils and a decreased proportion of mature collagen I
fibers in gAT of obese KO mice with attenuated stress kinase activation.
Conclusion and Implications: Here we demonstrate that TWEAK promotes pathologic gAT
remodeling, thereby contributing to the fibrotic and inflammatory gAT phenotype and metabolic
complications of chronic obesity. By using an animal model in which TWEAK is genetically
ablated, we were the first to test this hypothesis in vivo. The results presented herein imply that
this pathway is a potential target for promoting metabolic health in obesity and warrants further
study.
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I. Introduction
Adipose tissue (AT) expansion requires a highly-regulated program of active tissue
remodeling involving temporally-orchestrated patterns of extracellular matrix (ECM)
degradation, collagen turnover, angiogenesis, and cell proliferation and differentiation. It
is now appreciated that these processes become dysregulated in chronic obesity, resulting
in maladaptive tissue remodeling that contributes to chronic AT inflammation and insulin
resistance (IR) (1-4). In particular, chronic obesity in humans and rodents is associated
with dysregulated collagen deposition, resulting in fibrosis and impaired adipocyte
function (2-4). Important mediators of collagen homeostasis and AT remodeling in
obesity include the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), a family of structurally related
proteinases that, in conjunction with tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs),
regulate adipocyte differentiation and both homeostatic and pathological ECM
remodeling in AT (3-8). Currently the molecular events and mediators that promote the
transition from the homeostatic, non-inflammatory AT remodeling of early obesity to the
dysregulated, pro-inflammatory remodeling of chronic obesity are poorly understood.
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related weak inducer of apoptosis (TWEAK) is a Type II
membrane protein expressed primarily on leukocytes that is cleaved to a soluble active
form by furin. The exclusive signaling receptor of TWEAK is fibroblast growth factorinducible (Fn)14, a Type I membrane protein upregulated by injury or disease on many
cell types (including preadipocytes, adipocytes and macrophages (9-17)). Engagement of
this ligand-receptor pair activates MAPK and the NFκB pathways (12, 18, 19)
coordinating tissue remodeling and repair in acute injury settings, including expression of
various MMPs (12, 20, 21). A potential role for TWEAK/Fn14 signaling in the
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development of obesity complications is suggested by the ability to impact processes that
are dysregulated in AT of obese and insulin resistant humans and rodents (22). These
include the ability to 1) inhibit adipocyte differentiation in vitro (10, 12), 2) promote
inflammation, and 3) contribute to local tissue damage, maladaptive remodeling, and
worsened outcomes of chronic inflammation (12, 19). Importantly, TWEAK and Fn14
gene expression increase in AT of morbidly obese humans (BMI > 50 kg/m2) and their
expression is coincidently upregulated in morbidly obese female subjects with type 2
diabetes (14, 23). However, the role(s) and metabolic impact of TWEAK in obesity are
currently undetermined. As deficiencies in adipose mass lead to ‗lipid spillover‘ and IR
(24) we hypothesized that the aforementioned outcomes of TWEAK/Fn14 signaling
could potentially affect the AT lipid storage capacity and thus, the metabolic health
of obese mice. This hypothesis was addressed by experiments under three specific aims:
Specific Aim 1—To test the hypothesis that TWEAK KO mice are protected against
obesity-associated insulin resistance and glucose intolerance.
Specific Aim 2—To test the hypothesis that lack of TWEAK promotes adipose tissue
expansion in response to a high fat diet in vivo.
Specific Aim 3—To test the hypothesis that lack of TWEAK signaling attenuates
obesity-associated adipose tissue inflammation.

Specific Aim 1— To test the hypothesis that TWEAK KO mice are protected against
obesity-associated insulin resistance and glucose intolerance.

Studies under aim 1 compared the metabolic impact of long-term (17 week) high fat diet
(HFD) feeding on wildtype (WT) and TWEAK knockout (KO) mice using a previously
established model of diet-induced obesity (25). We measured glucose tolerance, whole
body insulin resistance, and insulin receptor signaling in insulin sensitive tissues.
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Complementary studies determined percent fat and lean mass, energy intake and
expenditure, substrate utilization and biohumoral measures of metabolism and
inflammation. We predicted that after 17 weeks of HFD, TWEAK KO mice would be
more insulin sensitive and glucose tolerant than WT mice. We postulated that this may be
due to differences in body weight, and/or adiposity, therefore body composition was
determined. Because differences in body composition could be due to differential energy
expenditure, energy intake, or activity, we measured these parameters as well to
determine the underlying physiological bases for differences that may exist in body
composition.
Specific Aim 2—To test the hypothesis that lack of TWEAK promotes adipose tissue
expansion in response to a high fat diet in vivo.

Tiller, et al.(10) reported that TWEAK partially inhibits the ability of preadipocytes to
differentiate into adipocytes by blocking early adipogenic transcriptional events.
Consistent with this report, data presented herein indicates that TWEAK KO mice fed a
HFD have more gonadal adipose tissue than WT mice. This observation suggests that the
absence of TWEAK facilitates adipose tissue expansion in a depot that grows primarily
by hypertrophy in response to HFD. We predicted that in the absence of the TWEAKmediated ‗brake‘ on adipocyte differentiation, adipose mass would be enhanced in
TWEAK KO mice fed a HFD compared to WT controls. We also predicted that this
would occur through increased adipocyte size (hypertrophy) not an increase in adipocyte
number. Therefore studies under aim 2 measured fat and lean mass using MRI and
determine both the number and size distribution of adipocytes within the subcutaneous
depot which grows primarily by hyperplasia (as a control) and the gonadal (‗visceral‘)
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depot which grows primarily by hypertrophy. These studies were the first to interrogate
the effects of TWEAK on adipocyte differentiation in vivo.
Specific Aim 3—To test the hypothesis that lack of TWEAK signaling attenuates
obesity-associated adipose tissue inflammation.

TWEAK is expressed by leukocytes that infiltrate tissues in response to inflammation,
including inflamed obese adipose tissue in response to HFD. Studies under aim 3
employed fluorescent-activated cell sorting (FACS) to determine the number and
immunophenotype of ATMs and quantitative PCR to measure inflammatory gene
expression that might result in increased expression of TWEAK. We predicted that
TWEAK KO mice fed the HFD would have reduced adipose tissue inflammation,
manifest as either reduced number of CD11c+ macrophages and/or other immune cells
and/or attenuated tissue expression of proinflammatory mediators. Thus, these studies
examined the extent to which TWEAK signaling contributes to adipose tissue
inflammation in obesity.
Significance

The rise in severe obesity over the last 25 years makes it seem unrealistic to focus efforts
primarily on weight-reduction regimes to promote metabolic health. This is especially
true when one considers the relative ineffectiveness in maintaining reduced weight longterm in previously overweight and obese individuals (26). Reports of obese mice
protected from metabolic complications due to removal of inflammtory pathways
outlined herein demonstrate that obesity per se is not sufficient to cause IR. Furthermore,
studies of mice that have increased fat mass or cell size without increased inflammation
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show that AT inflammation is clearly a contributing factor to IR. Indeed, non-inflamed
or ‗benign‘ AT provides a metabolically protective locale for the sequestration of fatty
acids that would otherwise be deposited in peripheral tissues (liver, skeletal muscle),
causing lipotoxicity and IR. These observations underlie the counterintuitive notion that
adipose tissue expansion without inflammation can actually improve the metabolic profile
in obesity. This suggests a potential intervention point for preventing obesity-associated
IR is targeting inflammatory mediators that regulate AT remodeling. It would therefore
be beneficial to seek treatments and/or therapies that could alleviate obesity-induced
adipose tissue inflammation. The ultimate goal of this work has been to determine if
targeting TWEAK / Fn14 signaling was a viable strategy for promoting metabolic health
in obesity. By using an animal model in which TWEAK is genetically ablated, we are
the first to test this hypothesis in vivo.
Utilizing TWEAK knock-out (KO) (27) and wild-type (WT) mice the present study
demonstrates a novel role for TWEAK in the regulation of adipose mass and insulin
sensitivity in diet-induced obesity. TWEAK KO mice developed exaggerated adipocyte
hypertrophy and gonadal AT (gAT) mass in response to chronic (17 weeks) High-fat diet
(HFD) feeding. However, they retained whole body insulin sensitivity and substantial
glucose tolerance, coincident with reduced circulating and ectopic tissue lipid. This
obese but metabolically protected phenotype was associated with altered expression of
genes regulating tissue remodeling and ECM-degradation, altered collagen I content,
attenuated JNK activation and enhanced insulin signaling in gAT. These results
implicate TWEAK/Fn14 signaling in the AT dysfunction and metabolic complications of
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chronic obesity, and identify TWEAK KO mice as a new model of metabolically healthy
obesity.
II. Review of the Literature
Potential role of TWEAK-Fn14 signaling axis in obesity-associated inflammation.

TWEAK is a type II-transmembrane protein of the TNF ligand superfamily(28). TWEAK
binds its exclusive signaling receptor Fn14 1) after being cleaved by the protease furin,
thus becoming a soluble homotrimer that enters circulation or 2) while still being
anchored to the membrane, TWEAK can act in a juxtacrine manner by binding Fn14 on
neighboring cells (28, 29). Within its cytoplasmic domain Fn14 has binding sites for TNF
receptor associated factors (TRAF) 1, 2, 3 and 5(17). Upon ligand binding at the
receptor, these adaptor proteins are known to activate NFκB pathways 1 and 2 (canonical
and non-canonical, respectively) as well as the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)
pathway(30). Both of these pathways have been implicated in the pathogenesis of IR
due to increased transcription of cytokines as well as their effects on cell cycle,
proliferation and apoptosis (12, 31-37). TWEAK treatment in various cell types has been
shown to increase expression of inflammatory mediators, IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, RANTES,
IP-10, CXCL11, and CXCR5, matrix metalloproteinases (MMP)-1/13, 2, 3, 9, and
adhesion molecules/angiogenesis mediators ICAM-1, and VEGF (12). This is significant
because many of these proteins are implicated in obesity-associated pathologies,
including IR. Additionally, TWEAK treatment has been shown to activate c-Jun NH2terminal kinase (JNK), Extracellular Receptor Kinase (ERK) and p38, all MAPKs
implicated in IR due to inhibitory phosphorylation at ser307 of the insulin receptor.
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Interestingly, genetic manipulation of both the NFκB and MAPK pathways in
macrophages have lead to improvements in IR which suggests that ablation of TWEAK
signaling will also diminish these downstream effects (34, 38).
Typically, the NFκB and MAPK pathways are activated in response to acute cellular
stress, such as infection or injury. These pathways do not become pathological until they
are chronically activated, as in obesity, and TWEAK behaves in a similar fashion. For
example, TWEAK is known primarily for its physiological role in coordinating
inflammatory and progenitor cell responses to regenerate tissue and facilitate repair due
to acute injury. In contrast to its role in wound repair, with chronic inflammatory
diseases, TWEAK plays a pathological role by promoting chronic inflammation,
pathological hyperplasia (increased tissue mass) and angiogenesis (12, 19). Moreover,
long term activation of TWEAK may actually block tissue repair due to its negative
impact on differentiation of progenitor cells (10, 12). Typically, TWEAK and Fn14
expression increases in diseased/inflamed tissues, especially in settings of autoimmunity
like Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple sclerosis (MS) and systemic lupus
erythrematosus (SLE) (12, 19). While it is difficult to detect the cellular source of protein
levels in vivo, Chacón et al., demonstrated that Fn14 mRNA expression becomes
detectable in adipose tissue in morbid obesity (BMI >38 kg/m2), and this expression
correlates positively with TWEAK expression in females with diabetes mellitus type II
(23). Additionally, in vitro work has shown that in AT, exogenous treatment with
TWEAK blocks adipocyte differentiation while it increases proliferation of various nonadipose cell types (10, 12, 39-41). This unique ability to coordinate both inflammation
and precursor proliferation makes the TWEAK/Fn14 signaling axis a candidate target for
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improving metabolic outcomes of obesity such as IR. Especially in light of work by Feng
et al., (40) which is the first to show that treatment of hepatocytes with exogenous
TWEAK blocks insulin receptor signaling (as evidenced by decreased phosphorylation of
Akt) and that this is coincident with activation of the non-canonical NFκB pathway.
The Effect of TWEAK on adipocyte differentiation compared with TNFα.
Since the role of TNFα in IR has been well studied, we may be able to inform our
descisions based on the literature surrounding TNFα, especially where their known
functions diverge. For example, TNFα induces a broader range of gene expression than
TWEAK. However, TNFα does not necessarily induce expression to a greater degree. In
some cases, expression is greater after TWEAK-treatment versus TNF-treatment (12).
While the significance of this effect is not known, it is possible that it reflects a difference
in the pathogenic mechanism of TWEAK and TNF to insulin resistance (12). In line with
this observation are the effects of TWEAK versus TNFα on fat cell differentiation.
Adipocyte precursors convert into fat cells within 12-16 days in a chemically defined,
hormone-supplemented medium. Petruschke and Hauner (42) demonstrated that exposure
of cultured preadipocytes to TNFα resulted in a dose- and time-dependent decrease in the
number of developing fat cells by blocking differentiation and increasing delipidation.
This effect is mediated in part by decreased PPARγ and C/EBP expression (43, 44).
Additionally, Prins et al.,(45) discovered that TNFα decreases adipose mass by
increasing adipocyte apoptosis. While TWEAK also blocks adipocyte differentiation (10,
12), it is not clear that it is due to the same mechanism(s) as TNFα. For instance,
TWEAK does not appear to induce apoptosis or de-differentiation of 3T3-L1 adipocytes
as TNFα does (10). Rather, as a protein involved in wound repair and remodeling,
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TWEAK blocks differentiation while increasing proliferation of progenitor cells (12).
TNFα, on the other hand, limits adipose tissue expansion while impairing insulin
signaling (46, 47). Interestingly, Tiller et al,(10) demonstrated that TWEAK blocks
preadipocyte differentiation, but unlike TNFα, exposure of TWEAK on fully
differentiated human adipocytes in vitro did not cause disturbances in either basal and
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake or lipolysis (10). Thus, the effect of TWEAK in their
model appears to be more restricted to inhibition of adipocyte differentiation. Therefore,
it is possible that TWEAK and TNFα act in parallel, independent pathways. This
difference could be due to the role of TNFα in regulating homeostasis of peripheral
lymphoid tissue and adaptive immunity, since the TWEAK/Fn14 pathway does not
appear to have a homeostatic function or effect adaptive immune responses. Furthermore,
this may mean that blocking TWEAK is an alternative way to effectively treat IR (with a
safer profile or greater efficacy) than TNFα blocking antibodies (12, 48).
Role of TWEAK in tissue remodeling

Tissues subjected to injury (i.e., mechanical) and/or stress typically respond by adapting
to limit stress in an attempt to protect the tissue from further injury and promote recovery.
Therefore, this process requires the involvement, activation and regulation of multiple
processes, such as recruitment of inflammatory cells to remove cellular debris/apoptotic
cells, angiogenesis, extracellular matrix turnover/remodeling, and expansion of
progenitor cell populations followed by their differentiation/maturation to bring tissue
back to a ‗normal‘ state. With so many different cell types and signals involved in this
process it is not surprising when dysregulation occurs it can result in aberrant remodeling
(49).
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The role of the TWEAK/Fn14 signaling pathway in tissue remodeling has been well
studied in the past decade. As mentioned in previous sections, TWEAK is primarily
expressed in the form a soluble cytokine by infiltrating leukocytes. It mediates multiple
cell responses by activating signaling pathways through its receptor Fn14, which is
upregulated in injured and diseased tissues, typically by progenitor or epithelial cells,
although there are reports of its presence on macrophages as well ((9-17) and
unpublished observations). Primarily through work done in liver, heart and muscle tissue
or model systems, TWEAK has been shown to coordinate the aforementioned processes
in acute injury settings (39, 50, 51).
However, in situations of chronic inflammation/tissue injury, TWEAK and Fn14
expression are upregulated leading to persistent activation of the pathway, promoting
dysregulated and pathological remodeling processes and/or tissue damage (15, 20, 5257). While the mechanisms that regulate TWEAK expression are unknown, its presence
on leukocytes likely explains its localization and upregulation in inflamed tissues.
Interestingly, Fn14 expression is upregulated by growth factors released from the ECM
of damaged tissue regions as well as through inflammatory Toll-Like Receptor signaling,
and numerous reports indicate upregulation in contexts of local tissue injury (49).
Therefore, the primary evidence of the role of TWEAK in pathological remodeling
comes from studies utilizing the TWEAK overexpressing (Tg) mouse. Such as dilated
cardiomyopathy (58), severe atherosclerotic plaque formation (56), and skeletal muscle
wasting (59). Furthermore, in studies utilizing TWEAK KO mice or neutralizing
antibodies directed at TWEAK and/or Fn14 there is reduction in severity of
atherosclerotic plaques (56, 60) as well as intestinal tissue damage and inflammation in a
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model of TNBS-induced colitis (13) and augmented regeneration/post-injury growth of
skeletal muscle (53).
The sustained activation of NFκB by canonical and non-canonical pathways by
TWEAK/Fn14 induces the expression of genes involved in inflammation and ECM
remodeling. Notably, of the subset of NFκB responsive genes induced by TWEAK,
matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs) are involved in collagen synthesis and turnover and
are heavily involved in tissue remodeling/repair and fibrosis. Suggesting TWEAK and
Fn14 are potential targets to improve aberrant remodeling in tissues with chronic
inflammation/damage. Indeed, recent reports demonstrate that changes occurring to
extracellular matrix (ECM) and collagen content of obese AT contribute to IR (1, 2). In
particular, maladaptive remodeling and fibrosis in AT are associated inflammation and/or
obesity (61, 62). Important mediators of AT remodeling are matrix MMPs, involved in
both physiological and pathological AT ECM remodeling and adipocyte differentiation
(3-5, 7, 8, 63). This suggests a potential intervention point for preventing obesityassociated IR is targeting inflammatory mediators that regulate AT remodeling.
Animal models of metabolic protection despite obesity through AT expansion with
reduced inflammation.

Review article to be submitted to Diabetes/Metabolism Research and Reviews
Title: Fitter and fatter: The protective role of benign adipose tissue in preventing obesityassociated insulin resistance
Running title: Murine models of metabolically healthy obesity
Grace Bennett and Martin S. Obin
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Abstract
Over 34% of American adults (20+ years) are obese (BMI > 30) (64, 65). Additionally,
the BMI distribution has shifted to the right over the last 25 years, significantly
increasing the prevalence of morbidly obese individuals (~15% of Americans have BMI
>35) (64, 65). Obesity is an independent risk factor for T2DM, CVD, stroke, NASH,
certain cancers and mortality (66-68). Intriguingly, however, a significant proportion of
obese individuals (≤30%) are protected from metabolic complications typically
associated with obesity (69). This group, referred to as metabolically healthy but obese
(MHO) remain insulin sensitive with favorable hormonal and liver enzyme profiles in the
absence of hypertension, dyslipidemia, and/or inflammation (69-75). Accordingly, they
are the subject of scientific and medical scrutiny.
While the exact mechanism(s) underlying the MHO phenotype in humans remain
undetermined, evidence suggests that differences in fat distribution (i.e., reduced visceral
mass) and reduced adipocyte size contribute to the phenotype, reflecting the known
association of increased visceral adipose tissue (AT) mass and adipocyte hypertrophy
with AT inflammation and insulin resistance (IR) (69, 70) and suggesting a key
component to the phenotype is the ability of obese AT to expand in the absence of
inflammation. This review will therefore discuss the various genetic and surgical animal
models of MHO, to compare these potential contributing factors. Our focus will be
reports of metabolic improvements 1) after fat transplantation 2) in obese mice with
genetically ablated inflammatory pathways and importantly, 3) in mice with increased
adiposity, and/or adipocyte size. Models are summarized in (Table 1).
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Obesity, inflammation and the development of insulin resistance: the adipocentric
viewpoints.
In healthy lean mice, gonadal AT (the pathological equivalent to visceral AT in humans
(76-81)) is comprised of relatively small adipocytes. These small adipocytes are insulin
sensitive, maintain low rates of constitutive non-esterified fatty acid release (NEFA;
lipolysis) and secrete a beneficial profile of adipokines that promote local and systemic
insulin sensitivity (e.g., high adiponectin, low TNFα). With chronic positive energy
balance, adipocytes increase in size as they increase triglyceride stores. Termed
‗adipocyte hypertrophy‘, this growth is associated with cellular stresses (ER stress,
hypoxia, etc) and requires extensive tissue remodeling, involving extracellular matrix
(ECM) turnover, clearance of cell debris, progenitor cell proliferation and angiogenesis
as in embryonic development and wound healing in adult tissue (3). As such, studies
from our lab and others demonstrate that obesity-associated AT remodeling involves
leukocyte infiltration including macrophages that form crown-like structures (CLS)
around adipocytes, T cells, and mast cells (25, 82-86). During wound healing, immune
cells are recruited to sites of injury to eliminate potential bacterial infection, maintain
self-tolerance, scavenge cell debris and provide growth factors, proteases and protease
inhibitors required for healing. In particular, leukocyte-derived cytokines and hemostatic
mediators perform vital functions in the recruitment, activation, and proliferation of cell
populations within the wound as well as in ECM synthesis (87). However, these
cytokines (i.e., TNFα, IL-6, PAI-1, IL-1β) also block insulin receptor signaling in obese
AT directly as well as indirectly through induction of stress-kinases (i.e., MAPK).
Because insulin is anti-lipolytic, blocking its action increases the release of NEFA (i.e.,
increased lipolysis) into circulation. When these NEFA are deposited in peripheral
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tissues (i.e., skeletal muscle and liver) they contribute to the development of systemic
hyperglycemia and IR (22, 36, 88-90) which represents the ―lipotoxicity hypothesis‖
(Figure 1). Therefore obesity promotes a pro-inflammatory milieu and the release of
fatty acids from AT by multiple mechanisms. These observations underlie the notion that
AT expansion promotes negative metabolic outcomes in the obese state, reflecting a
primary role of AT inflammation in the pathogenesis of IR.
Studies using fat transplantation
Because a feature of the MHO phenotype in humans is that at the same BMI and total
adiposity as unhealthy obese individuals, there is a tendency for altered fat distribution
(less visceral fat, more subcutaneous fat) (70, 75) we have highlighted studies of fat
transplantation that examine the metabolic phenotype of mice after the surgical addition
of fat to regions different than their origin (i.e., subcutaneous fat of a donor mouse
transplanted to the visceral space of a recipient mouse and vice versa). Interesting
variations in this area that will be discussed include studies that test the metabolic effect
of adding fat of the same origin to a donor mouse (increasing the amount of visceral fat in
the visceral depot), surgically adding fat into a mouse without any endogenous fat,
adding only adipocytes (3T3-L1 cell line) into the visceral depot, and finally, adding
subcutaneous fat (or not) after surgical removal of that depot. The goal of summarizing
the work completed to date on fat transplantation is to examine if metabolic benefits
occur due to the alterations in fat mass per se or rather if they are due to functional
alterations in implanted fat (i.e., reduced inflammation, increased insulin sensitizing
adipokine secretion, etc).
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Perhaps the most seminal work in the area of fat transplantation (because it demonstrated
that this technique was possible) comes from the characterization of metabolic phenotype
after transplantation of fat into the A-ZIP/F-1 fatless mouse (24). This mouse was
genetically engineered to represent a model of lipoatrophic/lipodistrophic diabetes. This
condition seems counterintuitive at first, as typically type II diabetes mellitus is
associated with obesity, however in mice and humans with inadequate fat stores, there is
no ‗safe‘ place to store lipid. This results in increased circulating lipids, IR and
hyperglycemia; observations that nicely counterbalance the notion of MHO resulting
from increased amounts of ‗healthy‘, non-inflamed fat. In this paper, Gavrilova et al.,
transplanted ~900 mg of fat subcutaneously to A-ZIP-F1 fatless mice in separate 100 mg
pieces to promote vascularization. This immediately and dramatically reduced
circulating glucose and insulin concentrations to normal levels in transplanted mice and
improved plasma lipid profiles. Thirteen weeks after transplantation mice also had
reduced hepatic steatosis concomitantly with improved glucose tolerance and insulin
sensitivity. Interestingly, transplanted mice also had improved glucose uptake in muscle,
further supporting the lipotoxicity hypothesis (Figure 1). This work demonstrated that
AT is necessary to maintain metabolic health.
Much later, in 2008, Tran et al.(91), examined the role of visceral (gonadal) versus
subcutaneous fat in metabolic health by utilizing various models of fat transplantation:
visceral donor to visceral recipient, visceral donor to subcutaneous recipient,
subcutaneous donor to subcutaneous recipient, and subcutaneous donor to visceral
recipient. The authors demonstrated that mice with subcutaneous fat transplanted into
visceral cavity (SC-VIS) had improved glucose tolerance (measured by GTT); however,
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there was no improvement in insulin sensitivity (ITT). Yet, when a
hyperinsulinemic/euglycemic clamp was performed this group had a higher glucose
infusion rate, and increased glucose uptake in their implanted fat graft as well as
endogenous subcutaneous fat. Interestingly, these clamp studies showed SC-VIS mice
were able to shut down hepatic glucose output but not increase skeletal muscle glucose
uptake, perhaps explaining the lack of difference in ITT. Noteworthy was that SC-VIS
mice weighed significantly less than sham operated controls (with less adiposity), thus
confounding metabolic data. However, this study raised interesting questions about the
intrinsic features of these fat depots and how they contribute to metabolic health. For
example, how do changes to fat affect muscle and liver metabolism? And why would
subcutaneous fat implantation into visceral depot decrease the body weight and more
intriguingly, the fat mass of an animal? Examination of metabolic rate did not yield the
answer to this important question leaving an open area to be further explored.
The depot-specific fat loss seen by Tran, et al., was consistent with work done the same
year by Hocking, et al.(92), which utilized a very similar ―cross-transplantation‖ design.
Similar to Tran, et al.(91), transplantation of intra-abdominal fat to visceral or
subcutaneous depots didn‘t affect metabolic outcomes, whereas transplantation of
subcutaneous fat to this same locale led to decreased adiposity and improvements in
glucose tolerance. Specifically, visceral recipients of subcutaneous fat lost 26, 33, and
35% of their endogenous subcutaneous, gonadal, and retroperitoneal fat pads,
respectively. Also noteworthy, the subcutaneous fat grafts placed into this visceral cavity
had lost about 45% of their size at sacrifice, whereas visceral fat transplanted into the
subcutaneous depot grew about 25% larger than the initial size, suggesting intrinsic
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differences about these fat pads as well as depots. Interestingly, these results occurred
despite Hocking, et al., using ~1/3 the size of fat graft compared to Tran, et al., (~325 mg
vs. 1 g). Another report documenting beneficial metabolic effects of increased
subcutaneous fat transplanted in recipient mice that had either undergone lipectomy of
subcutaneous fat (replacing fat) or not (adding fat) reported less visceral fat
accumulation as well as less TNFα expression in visceral fat with improved ITT and
decreased insulin secretion during GTT (93); further supporting the notion that increased
benign adiposity contributes to positive health outcomes typically associated with
obesity. In contrast, these beneficial metabolic effects were not seen in nude mice with
3T3-L1 adipocytes implanted into subcutaneous or visceral depots, suggesting that there
are other cell populations within AT besides adipocytes that contribute to metabolic
health (94).
Finally, Konrad et al.(95), implanted gonadal fat pads from male mice into the
intraperitoneal cavity of male littermates in order to study the effect of a 50% increase in
gonadal adipose mass. Mice were fed a standard chow diet thereafter and were therefore
not obese. Despite the increased visceral fat mass, there was no difference in circulating
factors such as NEFA, adiponectin, leptin, or resistin. However, comparison of
homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) between mice (a ratio of
fasting glucose and insulin) demonstrated improved insulin sensitivity in recipient mice
which was complemented by improved glucose tolerance from a GTT (when performed
in the fasted state). Interestingly, like Tran, et al.(91), there was no difference in ITT
between recipient and sham-operated mice. However, this might be due to fasting
duration (only 3 hours) or the fact that the C57BL/6J mice typically don‘t become insulin
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resistant until they are challenged by HFD for at least 8 weeks (25, 96). Transplanted fat
did have smaller adipocyte size than endogenous tissue; however, this probably did not
contribute to metabolic health because circulating factors, such as adiponectin, were not
different between treatment groups.
Taken together, these studies have revealed valuable information about the intrinsic
differences in subcutaneous versus visceral fat especially with regard to metabolic health.
It is intriguing that the commonality between adding benign subcutaneous fat to the
normally highly inflamed/remodeling visceral depot is an improvement to glucose
tolerance, but not insulin sensitivity. The next section will focus on modulation of AT
inflammation as a means to improve the metabolic phenotype of obese mice, which
primarily results in improvements to insulin sensitivity.
Disruption of inflammatory mediators improves insulin sensitivity in obesity.
Attempting to determine if AT inflammation from the gonadal depot significantly
contributes to the development of obesity-associated IR, various genetic (knockout) KO
mouse models have been utilized. TNFα was the first AT-derived cytokine implicated in
the pathology of IR (97). In the original report by Uysal, et al.[41], mice with wholebody genetic ablation (KO) of TNFα fed a high fat diet (HFD) had greater insulin
sensitivity and glucose tolerance (as measured by ITT and GTT) than their wildtype
(WT) littermates. This metabolic benefit was coincident with decreased circulating
NEFA, increased glucose transporter 4 (GLUT4) protein expression in muscle, and
enhanced insulin stimulated autophosphorylation of the insulin receptor in muscle and
AT. While there was no difference in body weight these salutary metabolic changes
occurred in association with 22% smaller gonadal fat pad. Taken together, these data
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suggest that in the state of obesity, TNFα signaling exacerbates metabolic disruptions,
resulting in IR. Interestingly, in the same report, using a dual TNFα-receptor KO on the
ob/ob-/- background insulin sensitivity was not maintained. Subsequent studies using
genetic manipulations of this pathway (obese receptor or double receptor KOs) have
shown a similar lack of metabolic protection with no difference in fat mass ((98, 99) and
reviewed in (100)) suggesting there may be more than just the inflammatory component
contributing to the originally reported negative metabolic phenotype.
Tumor-progression locus 2 (TPL2) is an inflammatory serine/threonine protein kinase
that is activated by TNFα, TLR4 pathway activation and many cytokines/chemokines that
activate the MAPK and NFκB pathways. This uniquely places TPL2 in the middle of
pathways that are activated and play a role in obesity-associated inflammation and IR.
Perfield and Lee et al.,(101) placed TPL2KO mice on a HFD for 16 weeks to investigate
the role of this pathway in obesity-associated IR. There was no difference in the rate of
body weight gain between KO and WT mice and all mice ended up with the same final
body weight, with no difference in depot weights or gonadal adipocyte size. Yet, HFDfed KO mice had decreased fasting glucose and insulin and improved glucose infusion
rate and hepatic glucose output during the euglycemic/hyperinsulinemic clamp. The
reduction in CLS in gonadal AT, decreased inflammatory mediator gene expression,
decreased ectopic fat, and/or decreased activation of MAPKs: ERK and JNK in AT likely
contribute to this improved metabolic phenotype.
Studies have also been undertaken to investigate the impact of the NFκB and MAPK
pathways on metabolic health in obesity individually. Knocking-out the NFκB and JNK
arm of the MAPK pathway in the whole organism and in myeloid-specific/hematopoietic
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derived cells (34, 102-104) protects against IR after HFD. Further supporting the role of
immune cell inflammatory mediators is the report of obese mice with ablation of the
macrophage integrin CD11c reversing HFD-induced IR without changes in body weight
(105). Finally, utilizing a mouse model with a point-mutation in α4-integrin (Y991A)
that inhibits its interaction with paxillin (106), an adhesion molecule that aids in
leukocyte trafficking and migration (107), Féral et al., demonstrated that after long-term
(16-22 weeks) HFD, α4Y991A mice had improved ITT and GTT with reduced insulin
secretion. However, the HFD did negatively affect these parameters compared to chow
fed mice. Importantly, there was no difference in body weight or weight gain over time.
They next transferred bone marrow cells from α4Y991A mice to WT recipients after
lethal radiation and determined these effects were due to bone-marrow derived cells
carrying the mutation. Mechanistically, this may be due to reduced monocytes and
macrophages in AT of α4Y991A mice in response to MCP-1, resulting in decreased IL-6,
and TNFα production.
In summary, transplantation studies revealed that there are indeed intrinsic differences
between the subcutaneous and gonadal AT depots that impact metabolic health. A major
difference between gonadal and subcutaneous AT is obesity-associated inflammation.
Taken together with the studies within this section highlighting the contribution of
inflammatory pathways to IR, there is strong support of the notion that gonadal ATderived inflammatory mediators contribute to the metabolic complications of obesity.
While previous sections focused on animals that weighed the same amount, the next
section will highlight mouse models that are metabolically protected despite increased
body weight, adiposity and/or gonadal adipocyte hypertrophy.
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Animal models of metabolically healthy obesity:
Adiponectin transgenic
Perhaps this model is the one that most closely recapitulates the human MHO
characteristics. Here, Kim, et al.(108) used an AT-specific transgenic mouse model with
elevated circulating adiponectin (AdTg) concentrations (2-3 fold higher than baseline) on
an ob/ob-/- background. Adiponectin is an adipokine that is positively associated with
insulin sensitivity and negatively associated with adipocyte size. This resulted in a mouse
with altered AT distribution (i.e., more subcutaneous versus visceral AT) compared to
ob/ob-/- controls. In fact, the AdTg mouse had dramatically increased body weight (~50
g) after 21 weeks compared to ob/ob-/- controls but maintained insulin sensitivity.
Additionally, these AdTg mice had smaller gonadal adipocytes with fewer recruited
macrophages and inflammatory markers, less triglyceride in liver, improved circulating
insulin, glucose and triglycerides, as well as improved GTT.
BRD2 hypomorphic mouse
BRD2 is a chromatin remodeling gene with similar transcriptional co-activator/corepressor functions as SWI/SNF (switch mating type/sucrose non-fermenting). As
homozygous KO of BRD2 is embryonic lethal, Wang et al.(109), created a hypomorphic
(w/lo) BRD2 mouse. Upon regular chow feeding for 2 months this BRD2 w/lo mouse
had gained significantly more weight than WT controls, reaching 60 g at 4 months of age,
and ultimately 90 g at 14 months, whereas WT mice reached a weight ―set-point‖ of
between 40-50 g throughout this time course. The increase in weight gain is primarily
through increased AT in these hypomorphic mice, with larger gonadal adipose depots as
well as increased adipocyte cell size in subcutaneous and gonadal AT, without increased
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macrophage infiltration or CLS-formation. However, counterintuitively, fat stores were
not limited to expansion of AT as these mice also had severe hepatosteatosis and ectopic
fat in skeletal muscle.
The most striking feature of these BRD2 w/lo mice (which differs from MHO in humans)
is that despite a seemingly worse distribution of fat, these mice had pronounced
hypoglycemia and hyperadiponectinemia. Glucose levels were significantly reduced
despite excess body weight, advanced age (9 months of age), and post-prandially.
However, despite this hypoglycemia, BRD2 w/lo mice are hyperinsulinemic, have mild
dyslipidemia, and elevated circulating inflammatory factors compared to WT mice.
When challenged with a GTT at 4 weeks and 40 weeks, these mice were more glucose
tolerant than WT mice, also secreting less insulin during the GTT. The authors suggest
the potential mechanism of this metabolic improvement is due to increased adipocyte and
β-cell differentiation thereby increasing insulin secretion as well as driving increased fat
mass.
aP2 KO
aP2 is an AT specific gene (adipocyte-fatty acid binding protein). When originally
reported by Hotamisligil et al.,(110) aP2 KO mice fed a normal chow diet had no obvious
morphologic or metabolic phenotype. However, after a 12-week HFD-challenge, these
KO mice gained more weight than WT with larger gonadal fat pads. The KO mice also
had improved GTT and ITT as well as fasting insulin and glucose, triglycerides and
adipose tissue expression of TNFα mRNA. At the time this study was carried out, the
seminal reports that macrophages infiltrate AT during obesity contributing to IR were not
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published (82, 83), so there was no further characterization of immune infiltrate. These
metabolic findings were recapitulated in aP2 KO mice on an ob/ob-/- background (111).
Mechanistically, metabolic protection reflects decreases in both basal and β-adrenergic
stimulated lipolysis as well as β-adrenergic-stimulated insulin secretion from the obese
KO adipocytes (112, 113).
However, another report using this mutation on a C57BL/6J background (114) did not
find the same metabolic phenotype after 12 weeks in a high fat diet. Although mice were
fed the same diets in both studies, they were ~15 g leaner at the start of the second study,
and never reached the same final body weight as the first report. This is likely
attributable to the 4 month difference in ages between the start of the feeding in these
reports (8 week old (114) vs. 5-6 month old (110)). This, coupled with studies on the
ob/ob-/- background where mice reached a final weight of ~60 g, points to the fact that the
metabolically healthy phenotype of aP2 KO mice arises only after the stress of a more
extreme obesity than that observed in the latter report.
Collagen VI KO
The extracellular matrix (ECM) is an under-appreciated component of AT that
contributes to metabolic health in the obese state. For example, in order for adipocytes to
grow as they fill with lipid and for AT to expand there needs to be a coordinated effort of
breaking down and rebuilding of ECM components, particularly collagens I, IV and VI,
which are all highly expressed in AT. Collagen VI is the most highly expressed collagen
in the ob/ob-/- mouse, therefore Khan et al.(2), wanted to investigate the role of collagen
VI in AT remodeling associated with obesity, predicting that metabolic consequences of
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obesity occur due to aberrant remodeling/fibrosis. Using a genetically engineered
collagen VI (COL6) KO mouse on an ob/ob-/- background, they determined that even
with the same body weight and composition COL6 KO mouse had improved fasting
glucose and glucose tolerance as well as circulating triglycerides after a lipid challenge.
While there was no reported difference in gonadal AT mass, the adipocyte size was
increased in both the gonadal and mesenteric depots. The results did not reflect a
reduction in the collagen content or inflammatory markers F4/80, MCP-1 or serumamyloid alpha 3 (SAA-3), however, there was altered expression of various matrixmetalloproteinases (MMP) and TGF-β1 as well as its downstream receptors SMAD2 and
SMAD3, all of which are important for collagen synthesis/turnover. Furthermore, COL6
KO mice had decreased MAPK activation (both JNK and ERK), less IL-6 and TNFα
expression after LPS stimulation, less cell death and ER-stress in gonadal AT without
substantial changes to metabolic rate (except a small but significant change to RER).
This represents the first in vivo study in mice that supports the notion that ECM
contributes to metabolic health in obesity.
TWEAK KO
Bennett et al., (submitted manuscript) identified tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related
weak inducer of apoptosis (TWEAK), a cytokine of the TNF superfamily, as a potential
target for conferring metabolic protection despite obesity. Engagement of TWEAK with
its exclusive signaling receptor, Fn14, activates MAPK and the NFκB pathways (12, 18,
19) coordinating tissue remodeling and repair in acute injury settings, and expression of
various MMPs (12, 20, 21). If TWEAK signaling is persistently activated via chronic
unresolved inflammation and tissue injury, it results in pathology and tissue damage (19).
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Utilizing TWEAK KO (27) mice the authors demonstrated that TWEAK and Fn14
expression increase in gonadal AT of WT mice reaching maximal expression with
maximal obesity and IR. While both WT and KO mice weigh the same amount,
TWEAK KO mice have increased gonadal AT mass with adipocyte hypertrophy. In the
absence of increased total adiposity, this increased gonadal fat mass reflected reduced
ectopic fat distribution to skeletal muscle and liver in KO mice. Intriguingly, TWEAK
KO mice do not have increased CLS despite hypertrophic adipocytes. The authors also
characterized immune cell infiltrates, inflammatory and ECM gene expression profiles as
well as collagen composition in gonadal AT. This altered phenotype reflected augmented
alternatively-activated macrophage polarization, increased collagen turnover, and
decreased JNK activation in the gonadal depot. Most importantly, obese TWEAK KO
mice had increased tissue-specific and whole-body insulin sensitivity as well as glucose
tolerance with reduced insulin secretion during GTT. These results were the first in vivo
demonstration that genetic ablation of TWEAK protects against metabolic complications
associated with obesity and further support the work of Khan et al., highlighting the
importance of the AT ECM in metabolic health despite obesity. There are two other
studies which are also consistent with the notion that expansion of non-inflamed gonadal
AT confers protection from metabolic co-morbidities of obesity. One blocked the wholebody expression of the major MAPK effecter of TNFα-induced impairment in insulin
signaling, JNK (104) and the other utilized the KO of macrophage lectin, MGL1 (115).
However, in both of these studies obese KO animals had decreased body weight
compared to WT controls, which confounds the metabolically healthy obese phenotype
observed.
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ASKO mice
Signal Transducer and Activator of Transcription 3 (STAT3) is a transcription factor
highly expressed in AT during differentiation and adipogenesis. The role of STAT3 was
studied in AT biology and metabolism using an AT specific KO generated by Cernovich
et al., (116). Here, using a normal, non-obesigenic diet, the authors show that ATspecific genetic ablation of STAT3 (ASKO) results in increased body weight, fat mass,
and gonadal adipocyte size. These ASKO mice had fasting insulin, glucose, NEFA, TAG
and leptin comparable to WT control on a normal diet as well as GTT and metabolic rate.
A notable difference that did not contribute to the metabolic phenotype was an increase in
TAG in liver. The authors acknowledge that a further challenge by longer time on diet or
by using a HFD might bring about a negative impact on metabolic health, but future
studies are necessary to know for sure if this would continue to confer metabolic health
despite obesity.
IL-1R1 KO mice
Another potential inflammatory mediator that could contribute to the pathogenesis of
obesity-associated IR is interleukin (IL)-1. In this study, McGillicuddy and Harford et
al., (117) utilized an IL-1R1 KO fed a HFD to dissect this signaling pathways
contribution to IR in vivo. The author‘s observed that when fed a HFD, IL1RKO mice
had the same body weight, yet increased fat mass (whole body, gonadal and
subcutaneous mass were increased) and improved insulin sensitivity and glucose
tolerance measured by ITT and GTT, respectively. However, these HFD-fed KO mice
did have higher fasting insulin and glucose stimulated insulin secretion relative to obese
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WT. There was no difference in the proportion of macrophages that could be classified
as M1 or M2, yet IL-6 and TNFα protein secreted from isolated macrophages (M1 and
M2 pooled together) and whole adipose tissue explants was significantly decreased. The
authors ascribe the beneficial metabolic outcomes despite obesity to the reduced
inflammatory profile. In particular, the loss of IL-1 signaling resulted in a loss of
synergism with TNFα in producing inflammatory mediators IL-1β, IL-6, and SOCS3 in
IL1R1KO mice.
Mouse models worth mentioning that don’t quite qualify as MHO
AMPK-α2 KO mouse
AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) is an intracellular energy sensor that can
stimulate catabolic pathways that generate ATP at times of nutrient deficit. While not
conferring ―metabolic protection‖ in the sense of improved glucose tolerance or insulin
sensitivity, it is worth mentioning that the AMPK-α2 KO mouse did reach a larger final
body weight than WT mice with increased fat mass in all depots measured (gonadal,
subcutaneous and perirenal) after HFD-feeding (118). Concomitantly, these KO mice
had larger adipocyte size, (but not more adipocytes) in their gonadal depot, while
performing identically in ITT and GTTs as WT. However, we should point out that the
final body reached in this study was only ~25 g, a weight that is significantly less heavy
than typical models of DIO that use mice at weights closer ~40-50 g and even more.
Toll-Like Receptor 4 KO
Toll-Like Receptors (TLR) integrate signals from saturated fatty acids, (e.g. palmitate)
and inflammatory stimuli (primarily lipopolysaccharide, LPS) and are ubiquitously
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expressed, especially in insulin sensitive tissues and macrophages. Because of this, they
have been studied in the pathogenesis of obesity-associated inflammation and IR. Here
we will focus on the TLR4KO generated on the C57BL/6 background however, because
this model used female mice, it is difficult to interpret and compare results with respect to
other reports reviewed herein conducted in male mice. The only studies of male mice
utilized the mice with this mutation on the C3H/HeJ or C3H/HeN background and HFDchallenge. Because these studies not only utilized different strains of mice, but also
different diets and HFD-feeding time courses there are conflicting results and will not be
discussed further.
The original report of the metabolic phenotype of TLR4KO mice was on the C57BL/6
background (119). Here, Shi et al., reported that female KO mice gained significantly
more weight than WT mice. After 26 weeks of HFD, KO mice also had more fat mass.
These effects are likely explained by an increase in food intake by this group. After 36
weeks of HFD, the KO mice also remained insulin sensitive and had reduced
inflammatory gene expression in fat and liver.
Interestingly, when TLR4 is knocked out in hematopoietic cells only, obese mice are
insulin sensitive (ITT) with similar body weight as WT mice, however, are comparably
glucose intolerant as WT mice fed a HFD (120) despite this glucose intolerance, it should
be noted that the hematopoietic TLR4KO mice did have reduced insulin secretion during
GTT. Furthermore, during a euglycemic/hyperinsulinemic clamp the hematopoieticspecific TLR4KO mice fed a HFD had increased glucose infusion rate, and decreased
hepatic glucose output but no difference in insulin stimulated glucose uptake.
Consistently, these KO mice had reduced TAG and DAG in liver as well as reduced
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cytokines in liver (TNFα, RANTES) and gonadal AT (IL-6, TNFα, and IL-12p70).
HFD-fed KO gonadal AT also had reduced CLS compared to WT. Suggesting
hematopoietic cells are the source of metabolic perturbation.
Summary and conclusion
The rise in severe obesity over the last 25 years makes it seem unrealistic to focus efforts
primarily on weight-reduction regimes to promote metabolic health. This is especially
true when one considers the relative ineffectiveness in maintaining reduced weight longterm in previously overweight and obese individuals (26). Reports of obese mice
protected from metabolic complications due to removal of inflammatory pathways, or
surgical addition of adipose mass demonstrate that obesity per se is not sufficient to cause
IR. Furthermore, the observation that mice with increased fat mass or cell size without
increased inflammation or metabolic complications demonstrates that AT inflammation is
clearly a contributing factor to IR. Indeed, non-inflamed or ‗benign‘ AT provides a
metabolically protective locale for the sequestration of fatty acids that would otherwise
be deposited in peripheral tissues (liver, skeletal muscle), causing lipotoxicity and IR.
These observations underlie the counterintuitive notion that adipose tissue expansion
without inflammation can actually improve the metabolic profile in obesity. In summary,
the animal models reviewed herein clearly demonstrate that inflammation and increased
fat mass can be decoupled resulting in metabolically protective phenotypes. Taken
together with the high prevalence of overweight and obesity, the work highlighted in this
review suggests there are multitudes of potential therapeutic targets that can be further
explored singly or in combination to promote metabolic health despite obesity, including
the tantalizing work done using fat transplantation as potential therapeutic options.
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Ultimately, these appear to be more practical methods of lessening the burden of chronic
disease and positively impacting public health than relying merely on weight loss.

Literature Review Figure 1. Changes that occur within ‗visceral‘ (gonadal) adipose
tissue during obesity that lead to insulin resistance.
With the progression of obesity, visceral adipocytes grow by hypertrophy as they fill with
lipid. This causes cellular stress which initiates the release of cytokines and
inflammatory mediators that attempt to remodel the depot to allow for expansion.
Adipocytes become less sensitive to the anti-lipolytic actions of insulin which causes the
release of free fatty acids into circulation where they deposit ectopically in peripheral
tissues. These fatty acids also further stimulate production of cytokines and directly block
insulin receptor signaling, thus creating a vicious cycle of insulin resistance.
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Literature Review Table 1. Summary and comparison of animal models.
Animal models are compared to obese control (either genetic-, high fat diet (HFD)-, or
gold thioglucose (GTG)-induced) or sham operated control. ↑ means larger or elevated, ↓
means smaller or diminished, ↔ means not different, - means not measured/reported.
Abbreviations used, BW = body weight; Gon = gonadal adipose tissue; Sc =
subcutaneous adipose tissue; ATMΦ = adipose tissue macrophage; GTT = glucose
tolerance test; ITT = insulin tolerance test.
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BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

notes

citation

yes

Immediate
improvements in
glucose and
insulin
concentration, as
well as hepatic
steatosis. Slight
decrease in body
weight in
transplanted
mice was due to
decrease in
organ sizes
secondary to
decreased
circulating
insulin (insulin is
mitogenic)

(24)

Fat transplantation

Gon → Sc of
fatless mice

↓

-

-

-

-

-

yes
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BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

notes

citation

(91)

Gon → Gon

↔

↔

-

-

↑

↔

-

↔

↔

No positive or
negative
metabolic
impact, some
increases in
inflammatory
gene expression

Gon → Sc

↔

↔

-

-

-

↔

-

↔

↔

No positive or
negative
metabolic impact

(91)

(91)

(91)

Sc → Gon

↓

↓

-

-

-

↓

-

↔

↔

At last time point
of GTT there
was a decrease in
[glucose], fasting
glucose was also
decreased, and
glucose infusion
rate in clamp
was increased

Sc → Sc

↔

↔

-

-

-

↓

-

↔

↔

Fasting glucose
was decreased
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BW

Sc → Gon

Fat
mass

↔

Gon → Sc

↔

Gon → Gon

↔

Sc→
lipectomized Sc

↔

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

↓

↓

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

↔

↔

-

↑

-

↓

-

↑

↔

↑

-

-

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

notes

citation

yes

-

Implanted fat
decreased in size
after surgery

(92)

no

-

-

yes

↔

-

no

yes

No detrimental
effect of
implanting noninflamed visceral
fat mass to sq
space
Mice had
improved
HOMA-IR
reflecting
improved fasting
glucose and
insulin
No difference in
GTT, but
transplanted
mice did have
decreased insulin
secretion after
surgery

(92)

(95)

(121)
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BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

notes

citation

Genetic ablation of inflammatory mediators

TNF KO

↔

-

↓

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

TNF KO
GTG-induced
obesity

↔

-

-

-

-

-

-

yes

no

Fasting glucose
and fed insulin
decreased

(99)

TNF Receptor
KO (p55)

↔

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

No metabolic
effect of note

(98)

TNF Receptor
KO (p75)

↓

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

No metabolic
effect of note

(98)

yes*

*Mild (but
significant)
improvement in
glucose disposal
in first 30
minutes of ITT

(98)

TNF Receptor
combo KO (p55
and p75)

↔

-

-

-

-

-

-

no

(46)
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(only time point
reported),
worsened GTT
compared to WT
(only last time
point
significant),
fasting insulin is
dramatically
increased
BW

TPL2 KO

↔

Fat
mass

-

Gon
wt

↔

Sc
wt

↔

Gon
cell size

↔

Sc cell
size

-

ATMΦ

↓

Improved
GTT

-

Improved
ITT

notes

citation

-

Euglycemic/hyp
erinsulinemic
clamp was
performed;
HFD-fed KO
mice had
increased
glucose infusion
and decreased
hepatic glucose
output as well as
reduced ectopic
fat

(101)
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BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

Ablation NFκB
(salycilate
treatment)

↔

-

-

-

-

-

-

yes

-

NFκB KO
Macrophagespecific

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

yes

-

JNK KO
Myeloidspecific

↔

↔

-

↔

-

-

↓

yes

yes

notes

Studies were
conducted using
aspirin and
salycilate in both
ob/ob-/- mice and
fa/fa obese rats.
Mice with
myeloid-specific
deletion of
NFκB better
performance on
all aspects of
euglycemic /
hyperinsulinemic
clamp; had
negligible
improvement on
a GTT, but had
reduced insulin
secretion.
All visceral
AT(not only
gonadal AT)
measured by
MRI was not
different; better
performance on

citation

(122)

(34)

(103)
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all aspects of
euglycemic /
hyperinsulinemic
clamp; reduced
CLS and
inflammatory
markers
BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

CD11c KO
Macrophagespecific

↔

↔

↔

-

-

-

JNK 1 isoform
KO
Global

↓

↓

↑

↓

↓

-

ATMΦ

↓

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

yes

yes

yes

yes

notes

Reduced CLS,
and
inflammatory
gene expression,
reduced hepatic
steatosis,
improved
performance in
euglycemic
clamp as well.
Body
composition
phenotype was
recapitulated in
ob/ob-/background

citation

(105)

(104)
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BW

MGL1 KO

α1-integrin KO

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

↓

↓

↑

↓

↑

-

↓

yes

yes

↔

-

-

-

-

-

↓

yes

yes*

notes

Improved
circulating
lipids, decreased
ectopic fat,
Improved ITT
compared to
HFD-fed WT,
but there was a
negative effect
of HFD on KO.
Same metabolic
effect when
hematopoietic–
specific KO was
used

citation

(115)

(107)

Mouse MHO models

Adiponectin
Transgenic
(ob/ob)

↑

↑

↓

↑

↓

-

↓

yes

-

Fasting insulin
and glucose↓,
Trig↓, no
difference in
NEFA

(108)
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BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

BRD2
hyopmorph
(w/lo)

↑

↑

↑

-

↑

↑

↓

yes

-

aP2 KO
(ob/ob and
HFD)

↑

↑

↑

-

-

-

-

yes

yes

Col6 KO
(ob/ob)

↔

↔

-

-

↑

-

↔

yes

-

TWEAK KO

↔

↔

↑

↔

↑

↔

↔

yes

yes

notes

citation

Mice have
dyslipidemia,
increased ectopic
fat and
(109)
circulating
inflammtory
mediators as
well as insulin
ATMΦ not
measured, but
(111)
↓TNFα mRNA
in gonadal AT
No difference in
ATMΦ, however
there was
decreased JNK,
and ERK, dead
(2)
adipocytes, and
LPS-induced
TNFα and IL-6
production
Improved
circulating
(Bennett,
lipids, decreased
et al.,
ectopic fat,
submitted)
decreased
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collagen 1

BW

Fat
mass

Gon
wt

Sc
wt

Gon
cell size

Sc cell
size

ATMΦ

Improved
GTT

Improved
ITT

ASKO
(normal diet)

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

-

-

yes*

-

IL-1R1 KO

↔

↑

↑

-

-

-

↔

yes

yes

AMPK-α2 KO

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

-

-

↔

↔

notes

GTT not
different from
chow-fed WT
mice, mice do
have increased
TAG in liver
ATM not
different, but
inflammtory
repertoire in AT
is reduced after
HFD
No ―protection‖
from IR, but
increased weight
did not worsen
phenotype
(perhaps reflects
low final body
weight in both
WT and KO)

citation

(116)

(117)

(118)
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BW

TLR4 KO

↑
(119)

Fat
mass

↑
(119)

Gon
wt

(119)

Sc
wt

(119)

Gon
cell size

(119)

Sc cell
size

(119)

ATMΦ

(119)

Improved
GTT

(119)

Improved
ITT

yes
(119)

notes

citation

ATMΦ not
measured but
less
inflammatory
cytokine
production and
increased insulin
signaling after
lipid infusion

(119, 123125)
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III. Methods
Materials
Human insulin (Novolin R) was purchased from Novo Nordisk (Denmark). Antibodies
recognizing JNK (9252), phospho-JNK (9251), AKT (9272), and phospho-Akt (9271)
and GAPDH (2118) were obtained from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA). Horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies and bicinchoninic acid protein assay (BCA
assay) reagents and Pierce super signal enhanced chemiluminescence reagent were
obtained from Thermo Scientific (Rockford, IL). All other chemical reagents were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Animal care
Experiments were conducted in a viral pathogen–free facility at the Jean Mayer-U.S.
Department of Agriculture Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts
University in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
WT and TWEAK KO mice were generated from heterozygous matings and then
homozygous breeding pairs were used to generate WT and KO experimental mice.
Genotyping of animals was verified at weaning and again when mice were killed. At 912 weeks of age, weight-matched male mice were individually caged and either remained
on a normal diet (ND) with 17% calories from fat (Harlan#7012) or were placed on a
HFD with 60% calories from fat (Research Diets D12492) for up to 17 weeks. Tissues
were dissected, weighed, and snap frozen for analysis of protein or gene expression, or
were fixed, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned for histologic analysis. All animals
were euthanized by CO2 narcosis followed by cervical dislocation.
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Real time PCR

mRNA was extracted from flash frozen tissue with RNEasy mini RNA extraction kit
(lipid kit#74804) for gonadal and subcutaneous adipose tissue, fibrous kit ( # 74704) for
skeletal muscle and mini kit (#74104) for liver and brown adipose tissue per
manufacturer's instructions (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).

RNA was quantified and checked

for purity using the Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Nanodrop 1000, Wilmington, DE).
cDNA was synthesized using 1 ug mRNA and the Promega reverse transcription kit with
oligo d(T) primers (Promega, Madison, WI). The expression of selected genes was
quantified using SYBR green (#4364346) and the ABI-7300 real-time PCR machine
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using the 2-ΔΔCT method. 18S was used as the
housekeeping gene for each tissue except for gonadal adipose tissue for which
Cyclophilin A was used (complete primer sequences are included in the appendix
(appendix 1). Normal diet-fed wildtype mice were used as the comparer group.
Histology

Tissues were harvested and fixed in 20% Zinc-formalin (Z-fix) after either overnight
incubation at 4C or 1 hour at RT. Paraffin embedded gonadal and subcutaneous adipose
tissue, as well as hepatic and pancreatic tissue was sectioned and stained with
Hemotoxilyn and Eosin. Digital images were acquired with an Olympus DX51 light
microscope (Center Valley, PA). For gonadal and subcutaneous adipose tissue,
morphometric data was obtained from digitized tracings of ≥ 600 adipocytes from 3 or
more sections cut at least 50 microns apart using the ImageJ using Image J software (Sun
Microsystems, Santa Clara, CA) at 10X magnification. Adipocyte size and number was
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calculated from these tracings using this previously described method (25). Adipocyte
death was quantified by identification of crown-like structures (CLS) within histologic
sections of gonadal adipose tissue. The percentage of CLS ([number dead
adipocytes/number total adipocytes] / 100) was calculated and used for comparison
among experimental groups. Pancreatic islets were sized using the same method, except
that all islets found were measured at 4X magnification. Hepatic tissue was examined
for lipid content and were classified for steatosis grade as follows, 0 for no steatosis; 1 for
mild micro-steatosis; 2 for moderate micro- or mild macro-steatosis; 3 for moderate
macro-steatosis; 4 for severe macro-steatosis
Determination of collagen content

Using unstained gonadal adipose tissues sections collagen content was determined by
picrosirius red staining followed by examination under polarized light on an Olympus
BX45 light microscope (Center Valley, PA) . The sections were dewaxed in three 30
minute incubations of xylene followed by rehydration for 3 minutes in TBS. Sections
were first counterstained in Hemotoxilyn (#H3404, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA) for 5 minutes followed by incubation for 10 minutes in running tap water. Next,
sections were placed in a solution of 1.3% saturated picric acid plus 1% Direct Red 80
(Sirius Red, Sigma #43665) for 1 hour. Sections were then incubated for 3 minutes in 2
series of acidified water (5% glacial acetic acid). Sections were then shaken vigorously
to physically remove all traces of acidified water and incubated in 3 series of 95% EtOH
for 3 minutes each. Sections were then cleared in Xylene for 10 minutes and mounted
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using Permount (#H5000, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Collagen content was
assessed by a blinded histopathologist.
Western blot

Protein was extracted from adipose tissue using 5% SDS buffer (5% SDS with 50 mM
HEPES, 2mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF, and 100 mM NaCl ) with protease and phosphotase
inhibitors (Sigma #P2714, #P5726, #P2850, St. Louis, MO). Approximately 100 mg of
adipose tissue was sonicated in 0.5 ml of fresh lysis buffer in 1-2 s bursts for 5 secs total.
Samples were then boiled at 95C for 5 min, vortexed, and boiled again for 5 min.
Samples were then spun down for 15 min at RT, 13.1 x 1000 g. Infranatant was removed
to a new tube using 200 ul gel loading tip and vortexed briefly before another spin 4 C
(10 min, 13.1 x 1000 g). This infranatent contained protein from adipose tissue. For
protein extraction from quadriceps and liver a1% Triton X-100 buffer was used with the
same protease and phosphotase inhibitors (20 mM Tris Base, 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaF,
5 mM NaPyrophosphate, 250 mM Sucrose, supplemented with 200mM PMSF (Sigma
#P7627), 1 M DTT (Sigma #D0632), 20 mg/mL Soybean trypsin inhibitor (Sigma
#T6522) and 300 mM Benzamidine (Sigma #B6506)). Approximately 100 mg of
quadriceps muscle was pulverized in liquid nitrogen then it was placed in 1 mL lysis
buffer in a 2 mL microtube with round bottom to homogenize the muscle tissue. Samples
were then rotated end over end for 1 hr at 4 C before spinning for 30 min at 13,000 rpm
at 4C. Another 500 μl of lysis buffer was added to sample by adding supernatant
(without the fat layer on top) to new tube.
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Protein content from all tissues was assayed by the BCA method. Proteins from all
tissues was separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to Hybond enhanced
chemiluminescence nitrocellulose membrane (#RPN1010D, GE Life Sciences,
Piscataway, NJ) using the semi-dry method and incubated with the indicated antibody
and horseradish peroxidase coupled anti-species antibodies as indicated by
manufacturer's instructions (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL). Proteins were visualized
by super-signal enhanced chemiluminescence and quantified by densitometry on the
FluorChem Q system (Cell Biosystems, Santa Clara, CA).
In vivo insulin receptor signaling assay

Mice were fasted for 6 hours beginning at 8 am and then were sacrificed 10 minutes after
injection with insulin (0.1125 µU/kg BW) or saline I.P. Adipose tissue, quadriceps
muscle, and liver were harvested and immediately flash-frozen for measurement of
insulin receptor signaling. This was determined by measuring levels of phospho-Akt to
total Akt after normalization of each to GAPDH. 10 µg of protein was loaded from
adipose tissue, and 20 µg of protein was loaded from liver and muscle. Bots were
developed as described in western blotting section.
Insulin tolerance tests, (ITT) and glucose tolerance tests (GTT)

The ITT was performed on non-anesthetized mice fasted for 6 hrs beginning at 8 am.
Glucose measures were obtained from whole tail vein blood using an automated
glucometer at baseline 20, 30, 45, 60 and 90 min following IP injection of human insulin
(0.1125 µU/kg BW). Insulin sensitivity was determined from area under the glucose
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curve. The GTT was performed on non-anesthetized mice fasted for 12 hrs beginning at 9
pm. Glucose measures were obtained from whole tail vein blood using an automated
glucometer at baseline 15, 30, 60, 90and 120 min following IP injection of glucose (1
g/kg BW). Plasma was also collected at baseline, 15 and 30 minutes post injection for
analysis of insulin during the GTT. Glucose tolerance was determined from area under
the glucose curve and the insulinogenic index was determined as AUC of glucose to
AUC of insulin during these first three timepoints.(126)
Energy intake and indirect calorimetry
At week 10, mice were assessed for total energy expenditure, food intake, and substrate
(carbohydrate or fat) utilization. Mice were housed in individual metabolic assessment
cages (TSE Labmaster system) for 3 days (1 day of acclimation and 2 days of data
collection). Cages contained normal bedding, food and water. Animals were monitored
several times during the initial acclimation day for food and water consumption. On days
of data collection, mice were monitored once daily to ensure the system was working
properly. Air flow from the room into the cages was controlled by the system. The flow
rate of fresh air into the cages was 0.35 liters per minute with a sampling flow of 0.2
liters per minute.
Immune cell phenotyping
Gonadal adipose tissue was harvested and collected in warm Krebs-Henseleit
Bicarbonate (KHB) Buffer (114 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 2.5mM CaCl2, 1.2 mM MgCl2,
1.2 mM KH2PO4, and 25 mM NaHCO3 supplemented with 100mM PIA, 5 mM glucose
and 4% bovine serum albumin) before incubation at 37C with type I collagenase (#
LS004176, Worthington, Lakewood, NJ; 1mg/mL) for 40 minutes. Stromal vascular
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cells (SVCs) were isolated by passing the collagenase digested adipose tissue through a
100 µm filter. The filter was then rinsed with ~5 ml of supplemented KHB. The
digested suspension was then centrifuged at 500 x g for 5 min RT. The floating
adipocyte layer was removed and the supernatant was removed into a new 15 ml tube and
spun again. Both pellets were collected (the SVC fraction) and resuspended in 2 ml
sterile erythrocyte-lysis buffer (#R7757, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and incubated at room
temperature for 5 min. Then 8 ml chilled sorting buffer (PBS with 1mM EDTA, 25mM
HEPES and 1% bovine serum albumin) was added to bring to final volume of 10 ml.
This suspension was spun again at 500 x g for 5 min and resuspended in 1 mL cold
sorting buffer. Cells are placed on ice for 2 min or more and cell number is determined
from this suspension using a hemacytometer. The SVCs were pelleted by centrifugation
at 500 x g for 5 min and resuspended in chilled sorting buffer to a concentration of 106
cells/100 l and antibodies were used for immunolabelling that separates macrophages
and T cells from the other cell types. Lymphocytes from spleen were also analyzed.
Spleen were harvested and collected in DMEM (low glucose) and were homogenized
and filtered by being minced and forced through a 70 µm mesh filter and then spun at
500x g for 5 min. The pellet was collected and resuspended in 2 ml sterile erythrocytelysis buffer and incubated at room temperature for 5 min. Then 8 ml chilled sorting
buffer was added to bring to final volume of 10 ml. This suspension was spun again at
500 x g for 5 min and resuspended in 1 mL cold sorting buffer. Cells are placed on ice
for 2 min or more and cell number is determined from this suspension using a
hemacytometer. The SVCs were pelleted by centrifugation at 500 x g for 5 min and
resuspended in chilled sorting buffer to a concentration of 106 cells/100 l and antibodies
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were used for immunolabelling that separates T cells from the other cell types. All
immune cells were analyzed using an Accuri flow-cytometer (company) and data was
analyzed by Flow-Jo software (Tree Star). Antibodies were all used according to
manufacturer's instructions, including : CD3-PECy7, CD4-FITC, CD25-PE, CD44-FITC,
CD45-PE, CD62L-APC, F4/80-PECy7, Foxp3-APC, Tbet-660 (eBioscience, San Diego,
CA), CD8a-APC, CD11c-PE, and Fc-Block (BDPharmingen, Franklin Lakes, NJ), goat
anti-mouse MGL1 (R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN), donkey anti-goat DyLight488
(Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) and NK1.1-RPE (Serotec,
Raleigh, NC).
Tissue triglyceride analysis
Liver and quadriceps triglyceride content was determined using a modified protocol
described by Schwartz and Wolins (127). Approximately 20 mg of frozen tissue was
sonicated in PBS-10 mM EDTA buffer pH 7.4, and protein concentration was determined
by bicinchoninic acid protein assay (BCA assay). Samples were subjected to organic
extraction in duplicate as follows: sample was added to heptane rinsed glass tubes (16x
100 mm) in a quantity determined by BCA assay equal to 25 ug of protein, in a total
volume of 200 ul of PBS-10 mM EDTA. To the sample, 2 ml of isopropanol-hexanewater (IHW- 80:20:2 v/v/v) was added and tubes were covered with aluminum foil and
mixed by vortexing. Samples were then incubated for 30 min RT. Next, 500 ul of
hexane-diethyl ether (1:1) was added to each tube and mixed by vortexing followed by a
10 min RT incubation. Then, 1 ml of water was added and mixed by vortexing followed
by 20 min RT incubation. After phase separation, the top organic phase was evaporated
with nitrogen at 100-kPa/14.0 p.s.i. At < 100 degrees C, for 45-60 min. Eight hundred
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µL of working TG Reagent (Sigma, #T2449 and #F6428) was added to each evaporated
sample and then incubated for 5 minutes at 37 C with shaking. Next, 350 µl of working
TG reagent/sample mixture from each glass vial was transferred to a flat bottom 96-well
plate and measured at 540 nm.
Analysis of body composition

Body weights were measured weekly and body composition (fat mass and lean mass)
were determined bi-monthly using nuclear magnetic resonance technology. For MRI,
non-anesthetized, non-restrained mice were placed in a cylindrical holder and placed in
the housing unit of the MRI machine (EchoMRI-100; Echo Medical Systems, Houston,
TX) for a period not longer than five minutes.
Biohumoral measures

Plasma Triglycerides and NEFA were measured using commercially available kits
(Sigma, #T2449 and #F6428 and Wako, # 995-34791 and # 993-35191; respectively)
from mice in the fed-state at 12 weeks on diet. Plasma insulin was measured by ELISA
purchased from Chrystal Chem (Downers Grove, IL) and glucose was measured by a
handheld glucometer (OneTouch, LifeScan, Milpitas, CA).
Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean ± SE. Data were determined to have a normal distribution
with equal variance, and statistical differences were determined by PROC TTEST or
PROC GLM to perform t test or one-way ANOVA using the Tukey least significant
differences test for post hoc determination using SAS v9.2 (Cary, NC). Sample size
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calculations were performed using PROC GLMPOWER with 80% power to detect a
significant difference between groups at p>0.05.

IV. Chapter 1

Manuscript to be submitted to Diabetes
Abstract
Objective: To determine the role of TNF-like weak inducer of apoptosis (TWEAK) in the
regulation of adipose tissue (AT) mass and glucose/insulin homeostasis in obesity.
Research Design and Methods: Male TWEAK knock-out (KO) and wildtype (WT) mice
(9-12 weeks old) were fed a normal diet (ND; 17% kcal from fat) or high fat diet (HFD;
60% kcal from fat) for 17 weeks. Energy metabolism, body composition, and glucose and
insulin tolerance were measured. Tissues were analyzed by QPCR, FACS, Western
blotting, ELISA, histology and biochemical assays.
Results: HFD-fed WT and KO mice reached the same final body weight and total
adiposity, however, relative to WT mice, HFD-fed KO mice stored >30% more fat in
gAT, reflecting adipocyte hypertrophy. There was no difference in energy metabolism
between genotypes. Obese KO mice were insulin sensitive and more glucose tolerant
than WT, with significantly lower circulating triglycerides and non-esterified fatty acids
as well as tissue triglycerides. IL-13, Ym-1, Th2/M2 genes involved in tissue
remodeling, were upregulated in gAT of obese KO mice coincident with decreased IFNγ
expression consistent with an expression profile of MMPs and TIMPs associated with
adipocyte hypertrophy, gAT expansion and collagen turnover (elevated MMP-14:TIMP-2
and diminished MMP-3:TIMP-1 ratios). Accordingly, there was increased newly
synthesized/reduced mature collagen I fibers in gAT of obese KO mice, attenuated stress
kinase activation, and increased insulin-stimulated Akt activation.
Conclusions: TWEAK promotes pathologic gAT remodeling, thereby contributing to the
fibrotic and inflammatory intra-abdominal AT phenotype and metabolic complications of
chronic obesity.
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Introduction
Adipose tissue (AT) expansion requires a highly-regulated program of active tissue
remodeling involving temporally-orchestrated patterns of extracellular matrix (ECM)
degradation, collagen turnover, angiogenesis, and cell proliferation and differentiation. It
is now appreciated that these processes become dysregulated in chronic obesity, resulting
in maladaptive tissue remodeling that contributes to chronic AT inflammation and insulin
resistance (IR) (1-4). In particular, chronic obesity in humans and rodents is associated
with dysregulated collagen deposition, resulting in fibrosis and impaired adipocyte
function (2-4). Important mediators of collagen homeostasis and AT remodeling in
obesity include the matrix metalloproteinases (MMP), a family of structurally related
proteinases that, in conjunction with tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMP),
regulate adipocyte differentiation and both homeostatic and pathological ECM
remodeling in AT (3-8). Currently the molecular events and mediators that promote the
transition from the homeostatic, non-inflammatory AT remodeling of early obesity to the
dysregulated, pro-inflammatory remodeling of chronic obesity are poorly understood.
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related weak inducer of apoptosis (TWEAK) is a Type II
membrane protein expressed primarily on leukocytes that is cleaved to a soluble active
form by furin. The exclusive signaling receptor of TWEAK is fibroblast growth factorinducible (Fn)14, a Type I membrane protein upregulated by injury or disease on many
cell types (including preadipocytes, adipocytes (10-12) and macrophages (16, 60)).
Engagement of this ligand-receptor pair activate is known to activate MAPK and NFκB
pathways (12, 18, 19) coordinating tissue remodeling and repair in acute injury settings,
including expression of various MMPs and TIMPs (12, 13, 20, 21, 128). More recently
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reports are also recognizing its role in Wnt and PI3K/AKT signaling as well (L.C.B,
personal communication).

A potential role for TWEAK/Fn14 signaling in the

development of obesity complications is suggested by the ability to impact processes that
are dysregulated in AT of obese and insulin resistant humans and rodents (22). These
include the ability to 1) inhibit adipocyte differentiation in vitro (10, 12), 2) promote
inflammation, and 3) contribute to local tissue damage, maladaptive remodeling, and
worsened outcomes of chronic inflammation (12, 19). Importantly, TWEAK and Fn14
gene expression increase in AT of morbidly obese humans (BMI > 50 kg/m2) and their
expression is coincidently upregulated in morbidly obese female subjects with type 2
diabetes (14, 23). However, the role(s) and metabolic impact of TWEAK in obesity are
currently undetermined. As deficiencies in adipose mass lead to ‗lipid spillover‘ and IR
(24) we hypothesize that the aforementioned outcomes of TWEAK/Fn14 signaling could
potentially affect the AT lipid storage capacity and thus, the metabolic health of obese
mice.
Utilizing TWEAK knock-out (KO) (27) and wild-type (WT) mice the present study
demonstrates a novel role for TWEAK in the regulation of adipose mass and insulin
sensitivity in diet-induced obesity. TWEAK KO mice developed exaggerated adipocyte
hypertrophy and gonadal AT (gAT) mass in response to chronic (17 weeks) high-fat diet
(HFD) feeding as compared to WT mice. However, they retained whole body insulin
sensitivity and substantial glucose tolerance, coincident with reduced circulating and
ectopic tissue lipid.

This obese but metabolically protected phenotype was associated

with altered expression of genes regulating tissue remodeling and ECM-degradation,
reduced mature collagen I, attenuated JNK activation and enhanced insulin signaling in
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gAT. This is the first in vivo demonstration that in the context of chronic obesity, the
TWEAK/Fn14 signaling pathway regulates intra-abdominal AT biology and associated
metabolic complications, thereby identifying TWEAK KO mice as a novel model of
metabolically healthy obesity.
Research Design and Methods
Materials
Human insulin (Novolin R) was purchased from Novo Nordisk (Denmark). Antibodies
recognizing JNK, phospho-JNK, Akt, phospho-Akt, and GAPDH were obtained from
Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA). Conjugated antibodies for flow cytometry included: CD3PECy7, CD4-FITC, CD25-PE, CD44-FITC, CD45-PE, CD62L-APC, F4/80-PECy7,
Foxp3-APC, Tbet-660 (eBioscience, San Diego, CA), CD8a-APC, CD11c-PE, and FcBlock (BDPharmingen, Franklin Lakes, NJ), goat anti-mouse MGL1 (R&D Systems
Minneapolis,

MN),

donkey

anti-goat

DyLight488

(Jackson

ImmunoResearch

Laboratories, West Grove, PA) and NK1.1-RPE (Serotec, Raleigh, NC). Horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies bicinchoninic acid protein (BCA) assay
reagents and Pierce super signal enhanced chemiluminescence reagent were obtained
from Thermo Scientific (Rockford, IL). All other chemical reagents were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Animal care
TWEAK KO mice fixed (>12 generations) on a C57BL/6J background (27) and a control
line of WT C57/BL6J mice were obtained from Biogen Idec, Inc. and housed at the
Comparative Biology Unit of the JMUSDA-HNRCA at Tufts University.

Animal

maintenance and breeding were conducted as previously reported (101) At 9-12 weeks
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of age, weight-matched male mice were individually caged and either maintained on the
normal ((ND); 17% fat kcal (Harlan Teklad #7012)) or were placed on a high-fat ((HFD);
60% fat kcal (Research Diets #D12492)) diet for 17 weeks. Tissues were harvested and
either used immediately for FACS analysis (described below), snap frozen, or fixed for
histological analysis. All procedures adhered to the HNRCA Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee guidelines.
Real time PCR
RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and QPCR were performed as previously described
(101). Determination of relative gene expression levels was based on the comparative
critical threshold (Ct) method. Target gene expression was normalized to the average
expression of an endogenous control gene (Cyclophilin A for gonadal AT, 18S rRNA for
all other tissues); fold difference was calculated as 2−ΔΔCt. Primer sequences used are in
Table S1.

Histology
Tissues were fixed overnight at 4C in 20% Zinc-formalin (Anatech, Battle Creek, MI)
and subsequently processed, embedded in paraffin, sectioned and stained as previouslydescribed (25). Digital images were acquired with an Olympus DX51 light microscope
(Center Valley, PA).

Crown like structures and adipocyte size and

determined as previously described (25).
Collagen Analysis

number were
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AT sections were dewaxed, rehydrated and stained with Hematoxilyn

(Vector

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) before staining in a solution of 1.3% saturated picric acid
plus 1% (w/v) Direct Red 80, followed by a series of acidified water before rehydration,
clearing and mounting (Permount, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Collagen
content was analyzed under polarized light with an Olympus BX45 light microscope
(Center Valley, PA).
Western blot
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting were

preformed as previously described (101).

Indicated primary and secondary antibodies were used per manufacturer's instructions.
Target proteins were visualized and quantified by densitometry with the FluorChem Q
system (Cell Biosystems, Santa Clara, CA).
In vivo insulin receptor signaling assay
Mice were fasted for 6 hours and sacrificed 10 minutes after I.P. injection of insulin
(0.1125 U/kg BW) or saline. AT, quadriceps, and liver lysates were prepared (101),
Western blotted and probed with antibodies to Akt, phosphorylated Akt and GAPDH.
Following normalization to GAPDH, the ratio of phospho-Akt to total Akt was calculated
as an index of insulin signaling.
Glucose homeostasis
Intraperitoneal insulin tolerance tests (ITT) and glucose tolerance tests (GTT) were
conducted as described (25), using 0.1125 U/kg BW insulin and .1.0 g/kg BW glucose,
respectively. Blood insulin levels were also determined after 0, 15 and 30 minutes of the
GTT and used to calculate the Insulinogenic Index (126).
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Indirect calorimetry
At week 8, mice were assessed for energy expenditure, intake, and substrate utilization.
Mice were housed in individual metabolic assessment cages (TSE Labmaster system) for
3 days. Cages contained normal bedding, food and water. The flow rate of fresh air into
the cages was 0.35 L/min with a sampling flow of 0.2 L/min.
Immunophenotyping
AT stromal vascular cells (SVCs) were isolated as previously described (96). Splenic
lymphocytes were harvested and collected in DMEM (low glucose) then homogenized
and filtered through a 70 µm mesh filter before spinning at 500 x g for 5 min. The pellet
was collected and subsequently processed as for SVCs. Immune cells were analyzed
using an Accuri flow-cytometer (Ann Arbor, MI), and Flow-Jo software (Tree Star,
Ashland, OR).

Antibodies used were used per manufacturer's instructions.

Gating

strategies are in (Fig. S1).
Tissue triglyceride analysis
Liver and quadriceps triglyceride content was determined using a modified method
previously described (129).

Approximately 20 mg of frozen tissue was sonicated in

PBS-10 mM EDTA, pH 7.4 before being subjected to organic extraction in duplicate
followed by an enzyme-linked colorimetric assay for triglyceride content.
Body composition
Body weights were measured weekly and body composition was determined bi-monthly
using nuclear magnetic resonance technology (EchoMRI-100; Echo Medical Systems,
Houston, TX).
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Biohumoral measures
Plasma triglycerides and NEFA, glucose and insulin were measured as previously
described (25).
Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean ± SE. Data were determined to have a normal distribution
with equal variance, and statistical differences were determined by PROC TTEST or
PROC GLM using the Tukey least significant differences test with SAS v9.2 (Cary, NC).
Significant differences were determined between groups at p<0.05.
Results

Expression of TWEAK and Fn14 increase in gonadal AT of DIO mice.
TWEAK KO mice gained weight at the same rate as WT mice on both the ND and the
HFD (Fig 1A). TWEAK and Fn14 gene expression both increased progressively in gAT
of WT mice during the course of HFD-induced obesity (Fig. 1B). As expected, TWEAK
was expressed predominantly by recruited leukocytes, whereas Fn14 was expressed
predominantly in the adipocyte fraction of gonadal AT (data not shown). Relative to
gonadal AT at baseline, neither TWEAK (Fig. 1C) nor Fn14 (Fig. 1D) were upregulated
in other AT depots, indicating that TWEAK and Fn14 were selectively upregulated in
gAT in response to HFD.
TWEAK abrogation promotes increased gAT mass in chronic obesity.
After 8 weeks HFD-feeding, differences in AT mass and cell size were not detectable
between KO or WT mice (Fig. S2), consistent with similar body weights, body
composition (Figs. 1A and 2A) energy intake, energy expenditure and substrate
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utilization (Fig. S3). However, after 17 weeks of HFD, gAT mass was 33% greater (~800
mg) in obese KO mice compared to obese WT mice (Fig 2B). Thus, an association
between TWEAK abrogation and gAT mass emerged between weeks 8 and 17 of HFD.
Importantly, after 17 weeks of HFD the masses of other adipose depots remained
indistinguishable between genotypes (Fig. 2B). Together with the gAT-specific increase
in TWEAK and Fn14 gene expression observed in obese WT mice (Fig. 1B-D), these
results suggest that increased TWEAK/Fn14 signaling in AT constrains AT expansion in
obesity.
TWEAK KO mice have hypertrophic gonadal adipocytes.
We next measured adipocyte size and number in order to determine the relative
contributions of adipocyte hypertrophy and hyperplasia to the increased gAT mass in
obese KO mice. In contrast to mice fed the ND, mean adipocyte size was 25% greater in
gAT of HFD-fed KO mice compared to HFD-fed WT mice (Fig. 3A-B). This increase in
mean adipocyte size reflected a shift in the mode of adipocyte size to the largest size class
(Fig. 3C). Therefore, in response to chronic HFD feeding, TWEAK abrogation promotes
adipocyte hypertrophy which is consistent with upregulation of genes associated with
adipocyte hypertrophy (MEST, Leptin, and Elastin), yet with no differences in ER-stress
related genes typically upregulated in large adipocytes (BiP and CHOP) in HFD-fed KO
mice (Table S2). No differences existed in oxidative gene expression between genotypes
(Table S2), suggesting adipocytes are not larger because they are less metabolically
active, and there was no difference in adipocyte number (data not shown). Typically,
adipocyte size positively correlates with pro-inflammatory M1 ATMΦs that form crownlike structures (CLS) around moribund adipocytes secreting pro-inflammatory mediators
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(25, 83, 130). Thus, unexpectedly, the increased size of adipocytes in obese KO mice
was not associated with more CLS (Fig. 3D). This was supported by increased c-Junterminal kinase (JNK) activation, a MAPK activated by shear stress that is associated
with increased cell death (2) in HFD-fed WT mice (Fig. 3E).
Obese TWEAK KO mice are metabolically-protected after long-term HFD.
Increased intra-abdominal AT and adipocyte hypertrophy are associated with insulin
resistance (131, 132). Yet, intriguingly, obese KO mice were significantly more insulin
sensitive than WT mice during an ITT, rapidly clearing glucose within the first 30
minutes and maintaining glucose levels comparable to that measured in ND-fed mice
(Fig. 4A). Obese KO mice were also significantly more glucose tolerant than obese WT
mice (Fig. 4B). Consistently, obese KO mice exhibited a ~40% lower insulinogenic index
(i.e., increase in plasma insulin relative to glucose over the first 30 minutes of the GTT
(126)) (Fig. 4C) with comparable islet size (Fig S4A-B). Importantly, no genotypespecific differences in insulin sensitivity or glucose tolerance were detected when KO
and WT mice were tested after 8 weeks of HFD (Fig S2D-E). These results suggest that,
similar to increased gAT mass (Fig. 2B and S2A) metabolic protection in KO mice
emerges with the onset of morbid obesity, between 8 and 17 weeks of HFD.

To

investigate potential mechanisms underlying the protected metabolic phenotype of obese
KO mice, we assessed insulin signaling in key metabolic tissues by Western blotting.
These studies revealed enhanced insulin-stimulated Akt phosphorylation in gAT, liver
and quadriceps of obese KO mice compared to WT (Fig. 4D). This was coincident with
decreased musclin expression (normally upregulated in IR) in skeletal muscle from HFDfed KO mice (Table S2). We next investigated systemic and ectopic lipid levels, as
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elevated concentrations are implicated in attenuated insulin signaling and metabolic
complications of obesity (22). Consistent with enhanced insulin sensitivity (Fig. 4A-C),
and insulin signaling (Fig. 4D) HFD-fed KO mice had less triglycerides in both liver and
skeletal muscle (Fig. 4E) coincident with reduced levels of circulating triglycerides and
NEFAs (Fig. 4F). Because respiratory exchange ratios (RER) were identical between
obese WT and KO mice (Fig. S3C), the reduction in ectopic lipid in obese KO mice is
unlikely to reflect enhanced lipid catabolism.

In summary, at diet-week 16 obese

TWEAK KO mice are insulin sensitive and have improved glucose tolerance, and this
metabolic healthy phenotype reflects enhanced insulin signaling in metabolic tissues as
well as reduced ectopic fat and circulating lipid.
Altered M1/M2 balance in gAT of obese TWEAK KO mice.
Insulin sensitivity in obesity is associated with the ability to store lipid in non-inflamed
AT (69, 108, 109). Accordingly, we asked if the enlarged gAT of obese KO mice was
protected from inflammation. FACS analysis revealed no difference in the number of
ATMΦs (F4/80+ cells) between genotypes when measured per gram of AT (Fig. S5A).
In fact, of immune cell populations measured in AT and spleen (Fig. S5B-C and Fig. S6)
only a slight (yet statistically significant) decrease in M1 polarized CLS-associated AT
macrophages (MGL1-CD11c+) existed. However, as there was only a tendency for
reduced CLS between HFD-fed mice (Fig. 3D) we predicted the physiological relevance
of this difference was likely small. Therefore we examined markers of microbicidal
M1/Th1 polarization. We first examined the M1-polarizing cytokine Interferon-gamma
(IFNγ) which was decreased 224% in HFD-fed KO mice, and IFNγ-responsive genes:
Monokine Induced by IFNγ (MIG), Ubiquitin D (FAT-10), Regulated upon Activation,
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Normal T-cell Expressed, and Secreted (RANTES) and IP-10 which were all expressed at
lower levels in HFD-fed KO mice relative to WT (Fig. 5A and Table S2). There was no
difference between M1/Th1 hallmarks associated with IR, inducible nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS), Interleukin 12 (IL)-12, and Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha (TNFα) or IL-1β, IL-6,
IL-8 (Fig. 5B and Table S2). The tissue remodeling M2/Th2-polarizing cytokine IL-13,
and its target Chitinase 3-like 3 (Ym-1) were expressed 136% and 219% higher in HFDfed KO mice, respectively, however, there were also no differences in M2 hallmarks
Arginine-1 (Arg-1), Fizz-1, IL-10, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-25 between genotypes (Fig. 5C and
Table S2). Functionally, IL-10 may be better interpreted as the ratio of IL-10:IL-12
expression, a marker of ATMΦ polarization and therefore function (133) which was
increased in HFD-fed KO mice by 50% although it did not reach significance (p=0.08).
Taken together, TWEAK does not appear to regulate chemotaxis; however gene
expression analysis suggests a selectively augmented M2/Th2 alternative activation/tissue
remodeling phenotype of gonadal AT in HFD-fed KO mice with reduced IFNγ and
downstream genes.
Altered MMP and TIMP expression in gAT of obese TWEAK KO mice is associated
with increased collagen turnover.
The extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a critical role in the structural integrity and
formation of AT (3). Using an in vivo rodent model of obesity Khan et al.,(2)
demonstrated that deletion of the most highly expressed collagen subtype in ob/ob mice
(collagen VI) led to gonadal adipocyte hypertrophy with improved insulin sensitivity.
We began by measuring the three most highly expressed collagens in murine AT (2) and
TGFβ1, without finding a difference between genotypes (Fig. 6A and Table S2). Since
the integrity of the ECM is not only determined by the amount of collagen, but also by
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the balance of matrix degrading proteins (MMP) and tissue inhibitors of
metalloproteinases (TIMP) we next measured MMPs known to play a role in obesity (4).
As predicted, MMPs 2, 9, and 12 were upregulated by HFD, however, there was no
difference between genotypes (Fig. 6B).

Intriguingly, MMP-3, and -13 were

downregulated while -7, and -14, were upregulated in HFD-fed KO animals relative to
WT (Fig. 6C). In obesity, MMP-3, -13, and -14 are collagenases that are normally
upregulated while MMP-7, which cleaves elastin and fibronectin, and is normally
downregulated (4, 134-136). While the difference in TIMP-1, or -2 expression was not
different between genotypes (Fig. 6D), a more important indicator of collagenolytic
activity is the balance of MMP:TIMP expression (137). Specifically, the ratio of MMP14:TIMP-2, MMP-14‘s specific inhibitor, was increased by 249% and the ratio of
MMP3:TIMP-1, MMP3‘s specific inhibitor was decreased by >100% in HFD-fed KO
mice (Fig. 6E), suggesting increased collagen I turnover in the HFD-fed KO mice relative
to WT. Indeed, increased M2/Th2 markers IL-13 and Ym-1 coupled with decreased
M1/Th1 IFNγ is a pattern of gene expression associated with tissue remodeling. This,
coupled with the observed MMP/TIMP expression led us to examine the state of collagen
I fibers in the gonadal depot. Histological analysis revealed HFD-fed WT mice had more
mature collagen I and less newly synthesized reticular fibrils in their gonadal AT depot
than obese KO mice, suggesting less collagen turnover and a more restrictive ECM (Fig.
6F-G). Our results support that obese TWEAK KO mice remain metabolically healthy
despite hypertrophic gonadal adipocytes due to a more permissive ECM. While hypoxia
has been implicated in AT fibrosis, examination of Hypoxia Inducible Factor 1α (HIF1α), Lysyl Oxidase-1 (LOX-1), Vascular Endothelial growth Factor (VEGF), and
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Lymphatic Vessel Endothelial Hyaluronan Receptor LYVE-1, key genes upregulated in
hypoxia/angiogenesis were not affected genotype (Fig. S7).
Discussion
TWEAK and Fn14 gene expression increase in intra-abdominal AT of obese humans (14,
23) and mice (this study) and are associated with T2DM in morbidly obese female
subjects. However, the function(s) of TWEAK signaling in AT biology and the impact of
TWEAK signaling on obesity and its complications are unknown. Employing TWEAK
KO mice, the present study provides the first in vivo evidence of a role for this pathway
in AT biology and implicates novel actions of TWEAK in obesity-associated AT
remodeling and metabolic disease. A key observation is that TWEAK KO mice fed a
HFD for 17 weeks develop larger gonadal adipocytes and greater gAT mass than WT
mice but are protected from dyslipidemia, IR and glucose intolerance. This metabolic
protection is coincident with improved insulin signaling (Akt phosphorylation) in
metabolic tissues (gAT, liver and skeletal muscle), consistent with the concept that
increased circulating and ectopic triglyceride compromise insulin signaling in peripheral
tissues and promote systemic insulin resistance (22). Further, prior work from our
laboratory has demonstrated a strong, inverse association between gAT mass and both
hepatic steatosis and whole body IR in mice fed HFD for 12 and 16 weeks (25). Overall,
these observations support the view that enhanced lipid storage in gAT of obese TWEAK
KO mice attenuates ectopic fat deposition (and associated inflammation) in key
metabolic tissues, thereby promoting insulin sensitivity.
We note that importantly TWEAK KO mice had increased gAT mass without decreases
in total body weight or adiposity. Thus the metabolic protection observed in obese
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TWEAK KO mice is not confounded by reduced body and/or AT mass as it is in other
genetic models of increased gAT (e.g. JNK1 KO (104) and MGL1 KO (115)).
Additionally, despite its membership in the TNF superfamily, the phenotype of enhanced
gAT distinguishes the insulin sensitive phenotype in TWEAK KO mice from that of
TNFα KO or TNFα receptor (p55 and p75) (100) KO mice.
TWEAK has been shown to block early transcriptional events in adipogenesis (C/EBPα
and PPARγ expression) in vitro (10). However, two key observations argue against the
role of TWEAK in adipogenesis in vivo. First, adipocyte size and number were identical
in KO versus WT mice fed a ND, secondly, gAT adipocytes in WT and KO mice were
equally hypertrophic after 8 weeks of HFD-feeding. Thus TWEAK does not appear to
regulate adipogenesis in early obesity or in lean mice. Rather, the exaggerated phenotype
of gAT adipocytes became manifest after between weeks 8-17 of HFD-feeding. This is a
time when gAT remodeling in WT mice becomes extensive, and acquires characteristics
of tissue injury including cell loss, chronic inflammation, impaired lipid storage capacity
(25) and importantly, upregulated Fn14 gene expression, a hallmark of tissue injury (18;
43-45). This suggests that increased adipocyte size in obese TWEAK KO mice reflects
the abrogation of TWEAK‘s actions in the context of tissue injury and maladaptive
remodeling, not adipogenesis per se. Supporting this notion was the observation that
adipogenic gene expression (PPARγ, C/EBPα, and SREBP-1c) were not increased (Table
S2), however, selective M2/Th2 hallmarks of tissue remodeling were (IL-13, Ym-1; Fig.
5). Moreover, AT mass and adipocyte size were comparable between genotypes in the
subcutaneous depot, which does not undergo extensive injury-like remodeling (including
Fn14 gene induction) in our HFD model (Fig. 1D and (25)).
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The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a critical modulator of adipocyte function and AT
inflammation and metabolism (3, 4). In particular, the structural ECM proteins collagen I,
IV, and VI are highly expressed in AT (2, 4), and importantly limit adipocyte size (4).
Indeed, AT fibrosis resulting from maladaptive remodeling is becoming increasingly
recognized as a pathologic feature of chronic obesity (138). Recent work has shown that
a permissive extracellular matrix (ECM) resulting from either reduced collagen content
or enhanced collagenolytic activity promotes adipocyte hypertrophy and adiposity and
can attenuate cell stress and stress kinase induction, adipocyte death, and metabolic
complications normally associated with adipocyte hypertrophy in obesity

(2, 139). In

the present study, the exaggerated adipocyte hypertrophy, reduced adipocyte death and
attenuated JNK activation in gAT of obese TWEAK KO mice was associated with
reduced levels of mature (cross-linked) collagen I fibers and a greater proportion of
newly-synthesized fibrils (Fig. 6F-G) (i.e., evidence of a more collagenolytic milieu).
ECM turnover and composition are regulated by the balance of MMPs and their
respective TIMPs. In the present study the altered collagen I profile in gAT of obese
TWEAK KO mice was associated with substantial changes in the expression pattern of
MMPs and TIMPs that are known to regulate adipocyte hypertrophy and/or adipose
mass. In particular, the increased ratio of MMP-14:TIMP-2 and decreased ratio of MMP3:TIMP-1 are consistent with enhanced hypertrophy of gAT adipocytes in the obese KO
mice. MMP-14 is a pericellular collagenase that degrades collagen I and is inhibited by
TIMP-2. The collagenolytic activity of MMP-14 is required for adipogenesis in vivo, and
MMP-14 expression and resulting collagen I degradation are increased in response to
HFD to promote adipocyte hypertrophy (140). MMP-3 does not degrade collagen I and
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has been shown to inhibit adipogenesis in vivo (4). Thus, attenuated MMP-3 activity is
expected to promote increased fat mass. Elevated MMP-7 expression in obese TWEAK
KO mice is additionally consistent with a ‗permissive‘ non-rigid ECM favoring adipocyte
hypertrophy, as MMP-7 degrades elastin, an ECM component in adipose tissue that
restricts adipocyte size (2). TIMP-1 inhibits the proteolytic actions of numerous MMPs
(other than MMP-14) and its elevated expression is considered obesigenic in mice and
humans (141). Thus, elevated TIMP-1 gene expression in gAT of obese TWEAK KO
mice is consistent with increased fat mass relative to WT. We note that a limitation of our
study is the lack of confirmatory zymography studies supporting our gene expression
data.
The potential contribution of reduced MMP-13 expression to adipocyte hypertrophy in
TWEAK KO mice is less clear. However, we note that MMP-13 expression is elevated
in fibrotic liver remodeling and implicated in scar tissue formation following injury
(142), suggesting that its reduced expression in gAT may protect from obesity-associated
AT fibrosis. Taken together these results suggest that TWEAK regulates expression of
multiple MMPs and TIMPs in gAT, thereby promoting collagen I turnover and an ECM
that is permissive for benign adipocyte hypertrophy. Although the mechanism(s) by
which TWEAK/Fn14 signaling alters the expression of heterogeneous MMPs and TIMPs
is undetermined these results are consistent with the demonstrated ability of
TWEAK/Fn14 signaling to regulate expression of MMPs and TIMPs in models of tissue
remodeling and injury in pathological contexts other than obesity (12, 13, 128, 143).
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Our data do not exclude the possibility that the salutatory effects of TWEAK abrogation
on insulin sensitivity in peripheral tissues reflect TWEAK's ability to directly activate
pro-inflammatory signaling pathways (NFκB and/or MAPK) on insulin signaling.
Arguing against this, exogenous TWEAK failed to block glucose uptake or stimulate
lipolysis in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (10).

Moreover, numerous NFκB and/or MAPK

dependent genes (e.g. TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-12) were expressed comparably in gAT
in obese KO and WT mice (Fig. 5B and Table S2). These observations argue against a
direct role for TWEAK induced inflammatory signaling in adipocyte IR. Although we
did not observe coordinate upregulation of TWEAK and Fn14 in either liver or muscle of
obese WT mice it is plausible that reduced TNFα gene expression in these tissues in
obese KO mice (Table S2) directly reflects reduced TWEAK-dependent NFκB and/or
MAPK activation. Certainly, the use of tissue-specific KO would be able to address this
question.
In summary, obese TWEAK KO mice are a new model of metabolically healthy obesity
with exaggerated but benign intra-abdominal adipocyte hypertrophy. This phenotype
emerges with morbid obesity that develops after 8 weeks of HFD-feeding, reflecting and
altered collagen and MMP/TIMP profile suggesting a less rigid ECM in gAT. TWEAK
is a member of the TNF superfamily with pleiotropic actions that overlap with its more
notorious sibling TNFα, yet TNFα and receptor KO mice do not develop greater gAT
mass or cell size, suggesting that specific molecular actions unique to TWEAK underlie
the unusual AT phenotype observed in these studies. With the emerging understanding
of the contributions of the AT ECM to the metabolic complications of obesity, our data
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suggest that targeting TWEAK may provide metabolic protection in the context of
morbid obesity discrete from its role as a pro-inflammatory cytokine.
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Figure 1. TWEAK expression increases progressively with obesity, and is highest in
gonadal adipose tissue.
A) Growth curves of mice on diet-time course (n=6-8/group). Data are presented as
mean ± SEM B) TWEAK (white bars) and Fn14 (black bars) gene expression from
gonadal AT in WT animals placed on HFD-feeding time course. Expression is relative to
mice at baseline (week 0) represented by the horizontal line (n=4/group) C) TWEAK
(white bars) and D) Fn14 (black bars) gene expression in HFD-fed WT mouse AT depots
(Mes, Mesenteric; RP, retroperitoneal; SC, subcutaneous). Expression is relative to mice
at baseline (week 0) represented by the horizontal line (n=4/group). Data are presented
as fold difference calculated by the 2-ΔΔCT method, with SEM (n=4/group). Values
designated by different letters or symbols are significantly different (p<0.05), Student‘s ttest.
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Figure 2. TWEAK KO mice become as obese as WT mice, but preferentially store
fat in gonadal adipose tissue.
A) Fat mass and lean mass on diet-time course B) Weights of all white adipose depots.
Data are presented as means ± SEM, (n=10/group). Means designated by different letters
are significantly different (p<0.05), ANOVA with Tukey‘s HSD.
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Figure 3. Consistent with increased storage capacity in AT, TWEAK KO mice have
larger adipocytes with reduced JNK activation and a tendency for less crown-like
structures (CLS).
A) Representative images of TWEAK WT (left panel) and KO (right panel) adipocytes
from H&E stained gonadal AT sections B) Quantification of mean adipocyte size from
H&E stained gonadal AT sections (minimum 600 adipocytes/animal, using 3 fields per
section (3 sections/animal) C) Distribution of adipocyte size in ND- and HFD-fed mice
D) Quantification of CLS frequency from minimum of 3 fields/section (3
sections/animal). Data are presented as means ± SEM unless otherwise noted in figure
E) Activated JNK kinase measured as ratio of phosphorylated JNK (pJNK) to total JNK
(JNK) after normalization to GAPDH. Representative blots shown (n=9-12/group).
Means designated by different letters are significantly different (p<0.05), ANOVA with
Tukey‘s HSD.
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Figure 4. Obese TWEAK KO mice are protected from insulin resistance.
A) Insulin tolerance tests conducted on mice fasted for 6 hours after 16 weeks on diet
with 0.1125 U/kg BW insulin administered I.P., and resulting area under glucose curve
(AUC) B) Glucose tolerance tests conducted on mice fasted for 12 hours after 16 weeks
on diet with 1 g/kg BW glucose administered I.P. and resulting AUC C) Insulinogenic
Index measured as ratio of AUC insulin to AUC glucose concentration at time 0, 15, and
30 of GTT (29) D) In vivo insulin signaling measured as ratio of phosphorylated Akt
(pAkt) to total Akt after normalization to GAPDH, 10 minutes post insulin administration
(0.1125 U/kg BW) from gonadal AT, liver and quadriceps muscle of mice fed HFD for
17 weeks with representative blots shown E) Triglyceride content in liver and quadriceps
after 17 weeks on diet F) Plasma triglyceride and NEFA. Data are presented as means ±
SEM (n=8/group). Means designated by different letters or symbols are significantly
different (p<0.05), ANOVA or Student‘s t test with Tukey‘s HSD.
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Figure 5. Gene expression analysis of inflammatory tone of gonadal AT.
A) M1/Th1 marker, Interferon gamma (IFNγ), and IFNγ responsive genes: Regulated
upon Activation, Normal T-cell Expressed, and Secreted (RANTES), Ubiquitin D (FAT10), Monokine induced by interferon gamma (MIG); B) M1/Th1 hallmarks, Tumor
Necrosis Factor alpha (TNFα), Interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8 and IL-12 C) M2/Th2 markers IL13, IL-13-responsive gene Chitinase 3-like 3 (Ym-1), and IL-10 (n=6-8/group). Data are
presented as fold difference calculated by the 2-ΔΔCT method, using ND-fed WT mice as
the comparer group, with SEM. Groups designated by different letters are significantly
different (p<0.05), ANOVA with Tukey‘s HSD.
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Figure 6. Gene expression of MMPs and TIMPS in gonadal AT demonstrates
altered collagen I content in HFD-KO mice is coincident with more permissive
ECM.
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A) Collagen 1α1, 4α1, and 6α1 B) Matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) -2, -9, and -12 C)
MMP-3, -7, -13, -14 D) Tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase (TIMP) -1 and -2 )
E) Ratio of MMP-14:TIMP-2 and MMP-3:TIMP-1. (n=6-8/group). Data are presented as
fold difference calculated by the 2-ΔΔCT method, using ND-fed WT mice as the comparer
group, with SEM. Fold difference designated by different letters or symbols are
significantly different (p<0.05) ANOVA or Student‘s t-test with Tukey‘s HSD F)
Representative fields of gonadal adipose tissue after examination of picrosirius red
staining under polarized light, left 2 panels are from tissue edge and right two panels are
from central area of tissue, green fibrillar collagen represents newly synthesized/reticular
fibers of collagen III, thin red collagen represents collagen I fibers and thick yellow and
red whole collagen represent mature cross-linked collagen I fibers at 4x (bar = 500 μm)
G) Representative fields of gonadal adipose tissue after examination of Gömori
Trichrome staining, left 2 panels are from tissue edge at 20x (bar = 200 μm), and right
two panels are from central area of tissue at 40x (bar = 50 μm), green staining is
indicative of collagen, dark purple/blue indicates nuclei, and red/violet staining indicates
cytoplasm, keratin, and muscle fibers. Arrow heads point to collagen deposition.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Gating strategies immune cell populations.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Cell size and distribution of KO and WT mice fed HFD for
8 weeks.
A) Gonadal adipose tissue weight from mice fed HFD for 8 weeks B) Mean cell size in
WT and KO mice fed HFD for 8 weeks C) Distribution of cell size from WT and KO
mice fed a HFD for 8 weeks D) Insulin tolerance tests conducted on mice fasted for 6
hours after 8 weeks on diet with 0.1125 U/kg BW insulin administered I.P. E) Glucose
tolerance tests conducted on mice fasted for 12 hours after 8 weeks on diet with 1 g/kg
BW glucose administered I.P. Data are presented as means ± SEM unless otherwise
noted in figure (n=4/group).
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Supplemental Figure 3. Metabolic phenotype of TWEAK WT and KO mice.
A) Energy intake in kilocalories B) Energy expenditure in kilocalories normalized to
body weight C) Respiratory exchange ratio (RER) is also known as substrate utilization
and is the ratio of VO2:VCO2 (n=10/group). Data are presented as means ± SEM and was
collected at 8 weeks on diet.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Pancreatic islet size and distribution of KO and WT mice.
A) Islet size and B) Pancreas weight from mice on diet for 17 weeks. Data are presented
as means ± SEM from mice on diet for 17 weeks (n=4/group).
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Supplemental Figure 5. Examination of immune cell populations in gonadal adipose
tissue indicates no major differences between WT and KO animals.
A) F4/80 + (macrophages) cells per g gonadal AT (50,000 events/mouse collected;
n=6/group) B) M1 versus M2 polarized ATMΦs using cell surface markers MGL1 and
CD11c (n=6/group); M1= MGL1-CD11c+, M2=MGL1+CD11cC) T lymphocyte
subpopulations of gonadal adipose tissue (n=4-6/group) CD4 = CD3+CD4+; CD8 =
CD3+CD8+; NK = NK1.1+; NKT = CD3+NK1.1+ D) T-helper 1 cells (Th1) =
CD3+CD4+CD45+T-bet+; T-regulatory cells (Treg) = CD3+CD25+Foxp3+ (25,000
events/mouse collected; n=4-6/group). Data are presented as means ± SEM unless noted
in the figure. Means designated by different letters are significantly different (p<0.05)
ANOVA with Tukey‘s HSD.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Splenic immune cell populations and weight.
A) Distribution of Lymphocyte populations per mg spleen weight, CD4 = CD3+CD4+;
CD8 = CD3+CD8+; NK = NK1.1+; NKT = CD3+NK1.1+; B) Memory cells (Mem) =
CD3+CD44highCD62LlowCD45+; T-helper 1 cells (Th1) = CD3+CD4+CD45+T-bet+; Tregulatory cells (Treg) = CD3+CD25+Foxp3+ C) Spleen weights. Data are presented as
means ± SEM unless noted in the figure (n=6/group; 25,000 event recorded/mouse).
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Supplemental Figure 7. Hypoxia-induced and angiogenic factor gene expression.
Hypoxia Inducible Factor 1α (HIF-1α), Lysyl Oxidase-1 (LOX1), Lymphatic Vessel
Endothelial Hyaluronan Receptor (LYVE-1), Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) key genes upregulated in hypoxia/angiogenesis. Data are presented as fold difference
calculated by the 2-ΔΔCT method, using ND-fed WT mice as the comparer group, with
SEM (n=6/group). Groups designated by different letters are significantly different
(p<0.05), ANOVA with Tukey‘s HSD.
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Supplemental Table 1. Primer sequences used in genotyping and QPCR studies.
18S
ACC-1
ADAM8
ADAM17
Adiponectin
AMPKa1
Angiotensin II receptor
type I
ATROGIN
ccl21
ccl19
c-myc
C/EBPa
CD11c
CD25
Cd68
Chi3l1/BRP-39 (mouse
ortholog of YKL-40)
Col1a1
Col4a1
Col5a1
col6a1
CPT1B

F: 5'-GACTCAACACGGGAAACCTC-3‘
R: 5'-CGCTCCACCAACTAAGAACG-3‘
F:5‘-GAAGCCACAGTGAAATCTCG-3‘
R:5‘-GATGGTTTGGCCTTTCACAT-3‘
F:5‘-AAGGTTGGCTTGACCTGCT-3‘
R:5‘-CACCACTCCCAGTTCCTGTT-3‘
F: 5'-ACCAACCACATGACCACTGA-3‘
R: 5'-CCGAACGCTTTTCACAAAAC-3‘
F: 5'- GAATCATTATGACGGCAGCA-3'
R: 5'--TCATGTACACCGTGATGTGGTA-3'
F: 5'- AATGGAAGGTTGGACGAAAA-3'
R: 5'-GTGCATCAAGCAGGACGTT-3'
F: 5'- AACAGCCAGTGAACCAGGAG-3'
R: 5'-AATTGGGAGCCCAGGAGTC-3'
F:5‘-GCAGAGAGTCGGCAAGTC-3‘
R:5‘-CAGGTCGGTGATCGTGAG-3‘
F: 5'-CAGGGTTTGCACATAGCTCA-3'
R: 5'-TCCGAGGCTATAGGAAGCAA-3'
F: 5'- GGAAGGCTTTCACGATGTTC-3'
R:5‘-GGTTCTCTGGACCTTCCCAG-3'
F: 5'- TTCTCTTCCTCGTCGCAGAT -3‘
R:5‘-TGAAGGCTGGATTTCCTTTG-3‘
F: 5'- AGGTGCTGGAGTTGACCAGT-3'
R: 5'-CAGCCTAGAGATCCAGCGAC-3'
F: 5'- CTGGATAGCCTTTCTTCTGCTG-3'
R: 5'-GCACACTGTGTCCGAACTC-3'
F:5‘-TTGAATGGCAGACACTCACAG-3‘
R:5‘-GGAGCCTGGATAACCACTGA-3‘
F: 5'- ACCGCCATGTAGTCCAGGTA-3'
R: 5'-ATCCCCACCTGTCTCTCTCA-3'
F:5‘-AAAATCCAGGTGTTGGGCTA-3‘
R:5‘-AGAGAAACTCCTGCTCAGCG-3‘
F:5‘-TAGGCCATTGTGTATGCAGC-3‘
R:5‘-ACATGTTCAGCTTTGTGGACC-3‘
F:5‘-CACATTTTCCACAGCCAGAG-3‘
R:5‘-GTCTGGCTTCTGCTGCTCTT-3‘
F: 5‘-GTGGTTTTCGTTACCCCTGA-3‘
R: 5‘-GCTACTCCTGTTCCTGCTGC-3‘
F: 5'-GATGAGGGTGAAGTGGGAGA-3'
R: 5'-CAGCACGAAGAGGATGTCAA-3'
F:5‘-GCTGCTTGCACATTTGTGTT-3‘
R:5‘-TGTCTACCTCCGAAGCAGGA-3‘
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Cxc21b
CXCL11
CXCR5
CYCLIN d1
Cyclophilin A
Decorin
Eef2
Elastin
F4/80
FAT10
Fn14
FSTL1
FOXP3
Furin
HSL
ICAM-1
Ifng
IL-1B
IL-4
IL-5
IL-6
IL-8
IL-10

F: 5'- CAGGGTTTGCACATAGCTCA -3'
R: 5'- TCCGAGGCTATAGGAAGCAA -3'
F: 5'-CGCCCCTGTTTGAACATAAG-3'
R: 5'-CTGCTGAGATGAACAGGAAGG-3'
F: 5'-TCCTGTAGGGGAATCTCCGT-3'
R: 5'-ACTAACCCTGGACATGGGC-3'
F: 5'- GGGTGGGTTGGAAATGAAC -3‘
R: 5‘- TCCTCTCCAAAATGCCAGAG -3‘
F: 5'- gtggtctttgggaaggtgaa-3‘
R: 5'- ttacaggacattgcgagcag-3‘
F: 5'- GTTGTGTCGGGTGGAAAATC-3'
R: 5'- CCCCTGATATCTATGTGCCC-3'
F: 5'-CGGATGTTGGCTTTCTTGTC-3'
R: 5'-GCTTCCCTGTTCACCTCTGA-3'
F:5‘-GGATAATAGACTCCACCGGGA-3‘
R:5‘-GCTGATCCTCTTGCTCAACC-3‘
F: 5'- CTTTGGCTATGGGCTTCCAGTC-3'
R: 5'-GCAAGGAGGACAGAGTTTATCGTG-3'
F: 5'-AAGGTCATTAACCGCCATTG-3‘
R: 5'-AAGCAGACACAAGGATCTTTTCTT-3‘
F 5‘- CAGTCCATGCACTTGTCGAG- 3‘
R 5‘- ATTCGGCTTGGTGTTGATG - 3‘
F: 5'- GCCAGCTCCACAAAACACAT -3‘
R: 5‘- GAGCACGATGTGGAAACGAT -3‘
F:5‘-CTCGTCTGAAGGCAGAGTCA-3‘
R:5‘-TGGCAGAGAGGTATTGAGGG-3‘
F: 5'-GTGCCTGCTCAGTGCCAG-3'
R: 5'-CGCTCGTCCGGAAAAGTT-3'
F: 5'- CCTACTGCTGGGCTGTCAA-3'
5'- CCATCTGGCACCCTCACT- 3'
F:5‘-AACAGTTCACCTGCACGGAC-3‘
R:5‘-GTCACCGTTGTGATCCCTG-3‘
F: 5'- TGAGCTCATTGAATGCTTGG-3'
R: 5'-ACAGCAAGGCGAAAAAGGAT-3'
F: 5'- CTGGTGTGTGACGTTCCCATTA-3'
R: 5'-CCGACAGCACGAGGCTTT-3'
F:5‘-TCAACCCCCAGCTAGTTGTC-3‘
R:5‘-TGTTCTTCGTTGCTGTGAGG-3‘
F: 5'-CCCACGGACAGTTTGATTCT-3'
R: 5'-GCAATGAGACGATGAGGCTT-3'
F: 5'- CCAGTTGCCTTCTTGGGACT-3'
R: 5'-GGTCTGTTGGGAGTGGTATCC-3'
F: 5‘-TCCAGGTCAGTTAGCCTTGC-3‘
R: 5‘-CGGTCAAAAAGTTTGCCTTG-3‘
F:5‘-GCTCTTACTGACTGGCATGAG-3‘
R:5‘-CGCAGCTCTAGGAGCATGTG-3‘
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IL-12p40
IL-13
IL-17
IL-25
iNOS
Leptin
LOX-1
Lumican
MCP-1
Mest
MGL1
MIG
Mmp1a
Mmp2
Mmp3
Mmp7
Mmp9
Mmp12
Mmp13
MMP-14
Mmp25
MUSCLIN
MuRF

F: 5'- GGAGACACCAGCAAAACGAT-3'
R: 5'-GATTCAGACTCCAGGGGACA-3'
F:5‘-CCAGGTCCACACTCCATACC-3‘
R:5‘-TGCCAAGATCTGTGTCTCTCC-3‘
F:5‘-tccagaaggccctcagacta-3‘
R:5‘-agcatcttctcgaccctgaa-3‘
F: 5'- GTCTGTAGGCTGACGCAGTG-3'
R: 5'-AGCAGGGCCATCTCTCCT-3'
F: 5'-CAGAGGACCCAGAGACAAGC-3'
R: 5'-TGCTGAAACATTTCCTGTGC-3'
F: 5'- TTCACACACGCAGTCGGTAT-3'
R: 5'-TGGTCCATCTTGGACAAACTC-3'
F:5‘-AGGTCCTTGTCCACAAGACTGG-3‘
R:5‘-ACGCCCCTGGTCTTAAAGAATTG-3‘
F: 5'- CCCAGGATCTTACAGAAGGTCT -3'
R: 5'- GCTCGAGCTTGATCTCTCCT -3'
F: 5'- ACTGAAGCCAGCTCTCTCTTCCTC-3'
R: 5'-TTCCTTCTTGGGGTCAGCACAGAC-3'
F:5‘-AGGCAGCAAGCAGCAACT-3‘
R:5‘-ATCCCGGTGCTTCTTCTCA-3‘
F: 5‘-TGAGAAAGGCTTTAAGAACTGGG-3‘
R: 5‘-GACCACCTGTAGTGATGTGGG-3‘
F:5‘-TAGGCAGGTTTGATCTCCGT-3‘
R:5‘-CGATCCACTACAAATCCCTCA-3‘
F:5‘-TGGAAGATTTGGCCAGAGAA-3‘
R:5‘-GGGGAGAGGTGTTTTTCTTCA-3‘
F: 5'- GACGGCATCCAGGTTATCAG -3‘
R: 5‘- TGCAGGAGACAAGTTCTGGA -3‘
F:5‘-AGCCTTGGCTGAGTGGTAGA-3‘
R:5‘-CGATGATGAACGATGGACAG-3‘
F:5‘-GCATTTCCTTGAGGTTGTCC-3‘
R:5‘-CACATCAGTGGGAACAGGC-3‘
F: 5'- CTGTCGGCTGTGGTTCAGT -3‘
R: 5‘- AGACGACATAGACGGCATCC -3‘
F: 5'- TTGGATTATTGGAATGCTGC -3‘
R: 5‘- GCACATTTTGATGAGGCAGA -3‘
F:5‘-GGTCCTTGGAGTGATCCAGA-3‘
R:5‘-TGATGAAACCTGGACAAGCA-3‘
F:5‘-GTGAGCGTTGTGTGTGGGTA-3‘
R:5‘-CCCAAGGCAGCAACTTCAG-3‘
F:5‘-CCTGTCCACGCCCAGATGCA-3‘
R:5‘-ATCAGGCAGGGAGCACCGGG-3‘
F:5‘- CGATCCATGGGAATACCAAA-3‘
R:5‘- GGGTCTCCCCTTGACAGACT-3‘
F: 5'-CAACCTGTGCCGCAAGTG-3‘
R: 5'-CAACCTCGTGCCTACAAGATG-3‘
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MyoD
MYOGENIN
PGC1b
PPARa
PPAR-GAMMA
PREF-1
RANTES
SCA-1
TGF-B1
Timp2
TNFa
TWEAK
UCP-2
VEG-F
Ym-1
nnt-COM
Nnt-WT
Nnt-MUT
TWEAK-COM
TWEAK-WT
TWEAK-MUT
FN14-COM
FN14-WT
FN14-MUT

F: 5'-GTCGTAGCCATTCTGCCG-3‘
R: 5'-AGCACTACAGTGGCGACTCA-3‘
F:5‘-GTGGGAGTTGCATTCACTGG-3‘
r:5‘-CTACAGGCCTTGCTCAGCTC-3‘
F: 5'- GAGGTCAAGCTCTGGCAAGT -3‘
R: 5‘- GCTCTCGTCCTTCTTCCTCA -3‘
F: 5'- cagtggggagagaggacaga-3‘
R:5‘-agttcgggaacaaagacgttg—3‘
F: 5'- TTGACAGGAAAGACAACGGA-3'
R:5‘-GAGCAGAGTCACTTGGTCATT-3'
F: 5'- TGTGCAGGAGCATTCGTACT -3‘
R: 5‘- CGGGAAATTCTGCGAAATAG -3‘
F: 5'-CAGCAGCAAGTGCTCCAATCTT-3'
R: 5'-TTCTTGAACCCACTTCTTCTCTGG-3'
F: 5'- GGCAGATGGGTAAGCAAAGA -3‘
R: 5‘- CAATTACCTGCCCCTACCCT -3‘
F:5‘-AAGTTGGCATGGTAGCCCTT-3‘
R:5‘-GCCCTGGATACCAACTATTGC-3‘
F:5‘-GAATCCTCTTGATGGGGTTG-3‘
R:5‘-CGTTTTGCAATGCAGACGTA-3‘
F: 5'- ATGGGCTTTCCGAATTCAC-3'
R: 5'-GAGGCAACCTGACCACTCTC-3'
F:5‘-GGCTGGAGCTGTTGATTTTG-3‘
R:5‘-TTATGAGGTTCATCCTCGGC-3‘
F: 5'- TCCTGCTACCTCCCAGAAGA -3‘
R: 5‘- TGAGACCTCAAAGCAGCCTC -3‘
F:5‘-AATGCTTTCTCCGCTCTGAA-3‘
R:5‘-GCTTCCTACAGCACAGCAGA-3‘
F:5‘-GGGCATACCTTTATCCTGAG-3‘
R:5‘-CCACTGAAGTCATCCATGTC-3‘
5'-GTAGGGCCAACTGTTTCTGCATGA-3'
5'-GGGCATAGGAAGCAAATACCAAGTTG-3'
5'-GTGGAATTCCGCTGAGAGAACTCTT-3'
5‘-Ccggggaggttggagtttaatcaca-3‘
5‘-Tatgctgagggcctcacctgggcaga-3‘
5‘-atcctgatcatcggtcttcagatgc-3‘
5‘-Ctctccaccagtctcctctatg-3‘
5‘-Acctcgacaagtgcatggactg-3‘
5‘-Tgctaaagcgcatgctccagactg-3‘
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Supplemental Table 2. Gene expression from metabolic tissues.
Data are presented as fold difference calculated by the 2-ΔΔCT method, using ND-fed WT
mice as the comparer group, with SEM, (n=6/group). Means designated by different
symbols are significantly different (p<0.05), ANOVA with Tukey‘s HSD
Gene

Normal diet-WT

Normal dietKO

High-fat dietWT

High-fat diet-KO

Gonadal Adipose Tissue
Adipocyte hypertrophy-related genes
Elastin
Leptin
Mesoderm-specific
transcript protein
(MEST)

1 ± 0.072†
1 ± 0.222*

1.040 ± 0.120†
0.634 ± 0.579*

0.596 ± 0.059*
8.096 ± 0.239†

0.985 ± 0.048†
10.097 ± 0.713‡

1 ± 0.272*

0.667 ± 0.343*

6.022 ± 1.116*†

9.132 ± 1.970†

Lipid metabolism / Adipocyte differentiation-related genes
Acetyl CoA
Carboxylase-1
(ACC-1)
CCAAT/enhancer
binding protein α
(C/EBPα)
Carnitine Opalmitoyltransferase-1
β (CPT1β)
Diacylglycerol
acyltransferase 1
(DGAT)
Fatty acid synthase
(FAS)
Glycerol-3-phosphate
acyltransferase 1
(GPAT)
Hormone sensitive
Lipase
(HSL)
Lipoprotein lipase
(LPL)
Peroxisome
proliferative activated
receptor, γ, coactivator
1α
(PGC1α)
Peroxisome
proliferative activated
receptor, γ, coactivator
1β
(PGC1β)
Peroxisome
proliferative activated
receptor, γ (PPARγ)

1 ± 0.273†

0.482 ± 0.079*†

0.189 ± 0.026*

0.117± 0.033*

1 ± 0.081

0.745 ± 0.0522

0.921 ± 0.125

0.619 ± 0.030

1 ± 0.090

0.745 ± 0.060

1.389 ± 0.117

1.849 ± 0.347

1 ± 0.232†

1.463 ± 0.114†

0.431 ± 0.232*

0.346 ± 0.074*

1 ± 0.422

0.452 ± 0.100

0.737 ± 0.079

0.862 ± 0.159

1 ± 0.152†

1.616 ± 0.222‡

0.199 ± 0.052*

0.134 ± 0.028*

1 ± 0.086†

0.875 ± 0.099†

0.546 ± 0.077*

0.412 ± 0.043*

1 ± 0.283

0.809 ± 0.272

0.675 ± 0.189

0.601 ± 0.175

1 ± 0.238†

0.771 ± 0.174*†

0.183 ± 0.032*

0.141 ± 0.019*

1 ± 0.226†

0.594 ± 0.093*†

0.367 ± 0.087*

0.239 ± 0.034*

1 ± 0.099†

0.716 ± 0.160*†

0.340 ± 0.072*

0.286 ± 0.078*
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Sterol regulatory
element binding
protein-1c
(SREBP-1c)

1 ± 0.118*†

0.632 ± 0.096*

1.172 ± 0.095†

0.940 ± 0.067*†

M1/Th1-related genes
Interleukin-1 β
(IL-1β)
Interleukin-6
(IL-6)
Interleukin-8
(IL-8)
10 kDa interferon
gamma-induced
protein
(IP-10)

1 ± 0.164

0.658 ± 0.112

0.879 ± 0.148

0.780 ± 0.100

1 ± 0.205

0.856 ± 0.197

0.642 ± 0.181

0.698 ± 0.020

1 ± 0.304

0.443 ± 0.121

1.229 ± 0.409

1.292 ± 0.115

1 ± 0.131*

2.413 ± 0.471†

1.062 ± 0.197*

0.409 ± 0.112*

M2/Th2-related genes
Resistin like α
(Fizz-1)
Interleukin-4
(IL-4)
Interleukin-5
(IL-5)
Interleukin-25
(IL-25)
Scavenger receptor
cysteine-rich type 1
(CD163)
Mannose receptor, C
type 1 (CD206)

1 ± 0.188

1.727 ± 0.442

1.583 ± 0.258

0.952 ± 0.124

1 ± 0.341

0.923 ± 0.206

0.779 ± 0.129

0.855 ± 0.195

1 ± 0.166

1.505 ± 0.182

0.892 ± 0.262

1.326 ± 0.309

1 ± 0.333

0.697 ± 0.159

0.280 ± 0.066

0.471 ± 0.066

1 ± 0.117

0.819± 0.100

0.351 ± 0.081

0.153± 0.028

1 ± 0.162*†

0.386 ± 0.101*

0.175 ± 0.021†‡

0.142 ± 0.054‡

Inflammation-related genes
Adiponectin
Interleukin 2 receptor
(CD25)
Chemokine (C-X-C
motif) ligand 5
(CXCR5)
Chemokine (C-X-C
motif) ligand 11
(CXCL11)
Diubiquitin
(FAT-10)

1 ± 0.111

0.888 ± 0.107

0.461 ± 0.069*

0.3734 ± 0.0559*

1 ± 0.114*

1.063 ± 0.116*

1.517 ± 0.212*†

1.740 ± 0.204†

1 ± 0.142

0.762± 0.227

2.304 ± 0.956

0.723 ± 0.177

1 ± 0.162

0.386± 0.101

0.175 ± 0.021

0.142 ± 0.054

1 ± 0.325*

0.517 ± 0.088*

24.034 ± 3.775‡

13.160 ± 2.551†

ECM-related genes
Smooth muscle actin
(α-actin)
Secreted acidic
cysteine rich
glycoprotein (SPARC)
Transforming Growth
factor-β1 (TGFβ1)
Liver

1 ± 0.192

0.649 ± 0.152

0.630 ± 0.131

0.577 ± 0.131

1 ± 0.109

0.804 ± 0.152

1.359 ± 0.144

1.387 ± 0.092

1 ± 0.0596*

0.853 ± 0.048*

2.333 ± 0.226†

2.468 ± 0.210†
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Lipid metabolism-related genes
ACC-1
CPT1β
DGAT
GPAT

1 ± 0.0559
1 ± 0.2892
1 ± 0.1279
1 ± 0.0957

1.6317 ± 0.3025
1.5359 ± 0.4726
1.6600 ± 0.3210
1.5055 ± 0.2869

1.5138 ± 0.2708
2.0385 ± 0.6793
1.1600 ± 0.1125
1.4414 ± 0.1307

2.2538 ± 0.7193
2.1807 ± 0.7465
0.9719 ± 0.0933
1.3247 ± 0.2353

Inflammation-related genes
Integrin α-M
(CD11b)
Integrin α-X (CD11c)
EGF-like module
containing
(F4/80)
Fibroblast growth
factor-inducible 14
kDa
(Fn14)
Interleukin-6
(IL-6)
Monocyte
chemoattractant-1
(MCP-1)
TNF-like weak inducer
of apoptosis
(TWEAK)

1 ± 0.2892

1.5359 ± 0.4726

2.0385 ± 0.6793

2.1807 ± 0.7465

1 ± 0.2249

1.0955 ± 0.1696

2.4505 ± 0.4782

1.8954 ± 0.6562

1 ± 0.2460

1.6042 ± 0.5980

1.9083 ± 0.4462

1.8465 ± 0.6039

1 ± 0.1109

1.0673 ± 0.1784

1.1009 ± 0.2217

0.8911 ± 0.1501

1 ± 0.2909

1.1939 ± 0.2710

1.3132 ± 0.1493

1.0034 ± 0.2494

1 ± 0.5765

1.2342 ± 0.4031

3.0079 ± 1.0117

3.0618 ± 0.8442

1 ± 0.1711

2.0511 ± 0.3130

Quadriceps
Remodeling-related genes
Atrogin
Matrix
metalloproteinase-9
(MMP9)
Tripartite motifcontaining 54 (MuRF)
Myoblast
determination protein
1
(MyoD)
Myogenin

1 ± 0.2075

0.8962 ± 0.0977

0.4230 ± 0.0396

0.3618 ± 0.0481

1 ± 0.3143

0.5266 ± 0.0771

0.6902 ± 0.1000

0.3705 ± 0.0710

1 ± 0.1652

0.7847 ± 0.0809

0.8583 ± 0.0909

0.6475 ± 0.1536

1 ± 0.1885

1.2961 ± 0.1383

1.5824 ± 0.1674

1.4321 ± 0.2046

1 ± 0.1485

0.9307 ± 0.2026

0.9455 ± 0.1173

0.8071 ± 0.1391

1.6484 ± 0.3442
0.4250 ± 0.0672
1.0270 ± 0.0692

1.0994 ± 0.1553
0.3047 ± 0.0705

Inflammation-related genes
CD11c
Fn14
TWEAK

1 ± 0.0519
1 ± 0.1937
1 ± 0.0735

1.0833 ± 0.2372
0.8490 ± 0.2099

Glucose metabolism-related genes
GLUT4
Musclin

1 ± 0.0536
1 ± 0.1941*

1.1472 ± 0.1853
1.0373 ± 0.1222*

0.7660 ± 0.0690
2.5276 ± 0.3029‡

0.7332 ± 0.0591
1.5167 ± 0.1462†
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V. Summary and Discussion

TWEAK and Fn14 gene expression increase in AT with obesity and its metabolic
comorbidities in both mice (this study) and humans (14, 23). Additionally, the known
roles of this signaling axis suggested it could contribute to the development of obesityassociated IR by 1) partially blocking terminal adipocyte differentiation (10) 2) activating
inflammatory signaling pathways (i.e., NFκB and MAPK) and 3) coordinating tissue
remodeling (12), as these processes are involved in AT 'dysfunction' associated with
obesity and IR (22). The present study is the first demonstration that genetic ablation of
TWEAK in the obese state improves metabolic health. A key discovery is that these
beneficial effects not only occurred at the same body weight as WT animals, but occurred
despite adipocyte hypertrophy and increased gonadal AT in HFD-fed KO mice, as these
factors normally contribute to IR in human obesity (25, 69).
Without AT, fatty acids would otherwise be deposited in peripheral tissues (e.g., liver,
skeletal muscle) causing lipotoxicity and IR (22, 24). Therefore we predicted that the
increased gonadal fat mass without an increase in total adiposity meant KO animals
better maintain triglyceride stores in this depot, leading to reduced ectopic fat. Indeed,
we found that HFD-fed KO mice had reduced triglyceride in liver and skeletal muscle as
well as decreased circulating NEFA and triglycerides, strongly supporting our hypothesis.
This is also supported by work in the PEPCK-Tg mouse (144), in which mice had excess
fat accumulation in AT, however, where not protected from ectopic fat accumulation and
metabolic complications. The authors suggested that this was because the fat cells where
not hypertrophic but actually hyperplastic. This is counterintuitive at first, because as the
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adiponectinTg mouse model clearly shows, smaller adipocytes are typically associated
with improved metabolic health despite obesity (108). However, the authors suggested
obesity-associated IR was due to ―saturated lipid buffering‖ in AT, as they did weigh
substantially more than HFD-fed WT mice and likely utilized the whole preadipocyte
pool (hence smaller fat cells) and/or had extensive AT remodeling, a process known to
release fatty acids to the peripheral tissues resulting larger numbers of smaller adipocytes
(25). However, post-remodeled AT (i.e., after ~20 weeks HFD-feeding) is typically
associated with improved metabolic phenotypes, suggesting PEPCKTg mice lack the
preadipocyte pool necessary to store excess fat. Moreover, increased triglycerides in liver
could be due to impaired ability to oxidize or export fatty acids, and/or increased de novo
triglyceride synthesis. We tested this hypothesis in our model by examining gene
expression of lipid metabolizing genes in liver, finding no difference in expression
between WT and KO mice. This suggests that the decrease in fat in HFD-fed KO mouse
liver was not due to a defect in these processes.
In our model, metabolic protection was monitored by ITT and GTT at diet-weeks 8, 12,
and 16, but no differences between obese mice occurred until diet-week 16, a time when
maximal CD11c+ macrophage infiltration and adipocyte death occurs (145, 146). This
suggests that increased adipocyte size in obese TWEAK KO mice reflects abrogation of
TWEAK‘s actions in the context of adipose tissue injury and repair. This proposition is
consistent with the effects of TWEAK in models of muscle injury (53). Alternatively,
abrogation of TWEAK releases inhibitory actions on adipogenesis (10, 12), thereby
promoting terminal adipogenic differentiation and lipid storage in HFD-fed KO mice.
This hypothesis would have been supported by the finding of larger gonadal adipocytes
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in TWEAK KO mice after 8 weeks of HFD (i.e., when inflammation, adipocyte death
and tissue remodeling are minimal). However, we found no difference in cell size from
these mice. Presumably, the effects on adipocyte size were only observed in the gonadal
adipose depot because this is where TWEAK and Fn14 are most highly expressed
relative to the other adipose depots. Expression is likely induced secondary to
inflammation which has been shown to regulate expression of this pathway in human
adipocyte and macrophage cell lines (14). This is supported by the fact that there was no
difference in cell size in the subcutaneous depot, which has very little obesity-associated
inflammation (25, 115) or expression of TWEAK/Fn14
To investigate the role of TWEAK expression on the inflammatory tone of this depot, we
investigated the macrophage and lymphocyte infiltrates, as these cell types contribute to
obesity-associated IR (86). Intriguingly, besides a difference in the number of CLSassociated MGL1-CD11c+ ATMΦs there was no difference in the immune cell infiltrates
between KO and WT animals. This indicates that metabolic protection in obese TWEAK
KO mice is not due to impaired immune cell recruitment to AT.

Despite reports from

Maecker et al., (147) in which another TWEAK KO mouse model had increased numbers
of NK, memory and Th1 cells, with splenic hyperplasia. Examination of splenic
lymphocyte populations in our model showed no difference in subtypes or spleen mass
between genotypes which is supported by work done by others (13). It is possible that
the 20% reduction in CD11c+MGL1- cells was responsible for the lack of increase in CLS
in obese KO mice with hypertrophic adipocytes as well as differences in inflammatory
gene expression in gonadal AT. Interestingly, the IL-1RI KO mouse fed a HFD had no
difference in M1 or M2 ATMΦ populations, yet had dramatically attenuated inflammtory
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cytokine (TNFα and IL-6) production from isolated macrophages (117). Suggesting
either another cell population is more important for ―priming‖ macrophages to produce
pro-inflammatory cytokines. Or alternatively, IL-1 ligand provides a necessary signal for
these macrophages to make inflammtory cytokines. In the present study, a possible
explanation for a lack of increase in CLS despite similar macrophage populations and
hypertrophic adipocytes is the decrease in activated stress kinases from the MAPK
family. For example, JNK expression is induced with shear stress, and can signal
downstream targets resulting in cell death (2). However, a limitation of our study is that
we are not able to address whether the decreased JNK activation in gonadal AT occurs
because of or in response to CLS-associated ATMΦs and/or altered collagen content (2).
Recent work has shown that in addition to the increased inflammatory state, the changes
that occur to the extracellular matrix (ECM) and collagen content of obese AT contribute
to IR (1, 2). In particular, the structural proteins collagen I, IV, and VI are highly
expressed in AT (4). They limit the size of individual adipocytes and have also been
shown to effect the migration and differentiation of preadipocytes (4). Examination of
collagen gene expression revealed no differences between genotypes of HFD-fed
animals. However, MMPs can post-translationally modify collagens, thereby affecting
AT biology. Particularly, the increased ratio of MMP-14 to its inhibitor TIMP-2 may
reconcile our histological analysis of collagen I with gene expression analyses that do not
show a transcriptional difference (137, 148). MMP-14 that is more active would lead to
increased collagen I turnover, and thereby create a less-rigid ECM, which would enhance
the storage capacity for FA in adipocytes. This has been demonstrated in the MMP-14
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null mouse that is unable to degrade/remodel collagen during adipogenesis nor store fat
as efficiently as WT (140).
Further support of the increased metabolic health of HFD-fed KO is the increased
activation of Akt after in vivo insulin receptor activation studies. Insulin is known to
have anti-lipolytic actions in adipose tissue (22), therefore the increased sensitivity in AT
likely contributes to the increased ability to store triglycerides. Examination of Akt
activation in skeletal muscle and liver supported increased insulin sensitivity in those
tissues as well. Due to the use of a whole-body KO in our studies we cannot determine if
these results are primarily due to functions of TWEAK signaling in those locales or if
they are secondary to the decreased ectopic fat or inflammation. Therefore, the use of a
tissue-specific KO and/or euglycemic/hyperinsulinemic clamp will be needed in the
future to determine those answers. However, because TWEAK expression is relatively
low in those tissues and the known role of lipotoxicity in the development of insulin
resistance (22) suggest this is at least a contributing factor in increased metabolic health
despite obesity in KO mice.
To summarize, genetic ablation of TWEAK results in obesity, with increased gonadal AT
mass, associated with decreased triglyceride accumulation in peripheral tissues, increased
M2 polarization, altered collagen I composition, decreased stress kinase activation, and
increased tissue-specific and whole-body insulin sensitivity. Therefore, this work
warrants further study of the effect of targeting this signaling pathway to promote
metabolic health in obesity.
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